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Two years after being cut, Poly
pitcher is dominating, 24

Petting at Poly:
■Hook-up spots on campus, 6
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Anderson/Berdial win election
Civil engi
neering
senior
Alison
Anderson
was elected
ASI's
2003-04
president.
Journalism
senior Olga
Berdial was
elected vice
president.

By Cathy Ayers
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Alison AndersiTn and Olga Ek:rdial
W(TiT Associated Student Inc. presi
dent
and
vice
president
in

■i -

Wednesdays rumiff election.
Anna Balatti read the election
results at the Btxird of Directors meet
ing.
Anderson,

a civil

engineering

.senior, and Berdial, a journalism
senior, ttKik 59 percent of the votes,
with 1,410 total votes. Kaitlin Ayers
and Pedro Vazquez

t(X )k

41 percent o f

received 42.7 percent of the vote,
while Ayers and Vazquez received

Use Policy Regarding Personal Viewing
o f Sexually

glad that they voted for us."

or Offensive

truly vote in accord with their heliefr
and convictions on seasitive matters,”

cerned with is.sues such as class avail
ability and fee increases, they said in
an April 30 Mustang Daily article.

ERIC HENDERSON /
MUSTANG DAILY

Tliey said they plan to inform stu
dents about where their money is
going.
Anderson and Berdial set a limit of

Explicit

Material” to be agendized and voted on
in the ftill Academic Senate meeting.
“Secret ballots allow members to

The pair said they plan on begin
ning work this summer.
Anderson and Berdial are con

people to vote,” she said.

Berdial and Anderson said John

approximately 14 percent of the total

Paasch and Luke Parnell’s hacking of

student Kxly. The total is 744 fewer
students than the 18 percent who

voted for them as well as those who

voted in the primary electkin.

helped with their campaign.

$500 for themselves before the elec
tion. Anderson .said that they spent

Ayers and Vazquez posed a challenge.

ahtnit $470 between Kith the primary

petitors,” EWrdial said. “ It was like two

and the ninoff elections.
“A few times, we didn’t think that

teams hacking each other, so it was

aKiut a low voter rumout, hut

intimidating."

expiected it.

w’e could stick with the limit and still

A total of 2,382 students voted in

“They were Kith very good com

the

runoff

election,

representing

Community Pride Week
begins today

ponent to Pride. It’s not ju.st everyone
w K ) is gay stand up. A large part of it
is to create a campus of allies.”
Several events will take place
throughout the week starting at 5:30
p.m. today in Yosemite Residence Hall
with keynote .speaker and special assis

A resolution to prevent the viewing
of Internet pornography at Cal Poly

“Resolution to Clarify the Cal Poly
Information Technology Responsible

“W e will work hard and make them

Cal Poly is beginning its celebration
o f the thin! annual CommUnity Pride
Week entitled “ Be the CTiange” nxJay.
The event will frx;u.s on diversity
and encourage scx:ial awareness within
the campus.
G il Poly Gays, Lesbians, Bisexuals
United members have worked exten
sively to create this year’s (^)mmUnity
Pride Week. The event signifies the
individuality o f gays, le.shians and
bisexuals
throughout
campus.
Sponsors such as Asscx:iated Students
Inc., the Multicultural Center,
Stixlent Life and Leadership, SLO
(>immunit>' Foundation and the Pride
Alliance have donateil in support of
G LB U ’s contrihutums toward alliance.
“Pride week is a celebration that
brings awareness to GLBU issues,” said
Maya Andlig, Pride Alliance c(x>rdinator. “There is an educational com

will he able to continue viewing porno
graphic images from state computing
resources on campus.

The executive committee voted 6-4
by secret ballot not to allow the

29.4 percent.
“W e would just like to thank every
one for voting for us,” fferdial said.

MUSTANG DALY STAFF WROER

Cal Poly faculty, staff and students

committee meeting o f the Academic
Senate.

initial election, Anderson and Eierdial

By Valerie Angelo

By Laura Newman
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

was quashed Tuesday at the executive

the votes, with 972 votes total. In the

win, hut we did.” Anderson .said.

Poly porn
resolution
voted down at
exec meeting

tant to former FYesident Bill Cdinton
Keith BiTykin. Boykin became the
highest ranking openly gay member of
the Clinton administration. He will
kick tiff the event with tidies address
ing diversity and social awareness.
“ Pride week is to promote aware
ness,” said Mel Commuso, student
CLXTrdinator o f G LB U and English
sophomore. “W e put it on because it
helps to promote the feet that we arc
here.”
Boykin will be followed Jijy several
accomplished fxx:ts, speakers and a
variety o f .scx;ial gatherings .such as
GLBU night at Tortilla Flats, battle of
the sexes .softball game and potluck,
painting the “ P” rainKiw, Culture Fest
and a resLxirce fair. The closing cere
monies will be held May 22 and will
include spoken word artist Ragan Fox,
political folk artist I')rc and a drag king
shiTw by T lie Disposable Boy Toys.
“ I think for a campus that is seen as
unaccepting o f gay and lesbians there
are a lot of allies ixit there and a lot of
support,” Andlig .said.
As a rcsult, next fall the G LB U will
launch an ally program that will allow
students to become actively involved

see PRIDE, page 2

Berdial said she was concerned
she

The pair thanked the people who

“They are the ones who got us here
and t(xik us home,” Anderxin said.
“W e had an amazing amount o f help.”

“The past few days we have been

see E L E a iO N S ,p a g e 2

getting the word out and just telling

Academic Senate chair Unny Menon
said. “This is a very sensitive issue and
getting the tnie sense o f each voter was
seen as impxirtanr enough to warrant a
secret ballot.”
Materials engineering department
head Linda Vanasupa is the author and
driving force behind the resolution.
She said the executive committee’s
decision to nullify her resolution is
unfortunate.

see PORN, page 5

Fraternities fight for cause
By Em ily Wong
M U STA N G DA ILY STA FF W RITER

Som eK idy warn the cops.
Friday night at 7 p.m. men from
12 different fraternities w ill insti
gate the largest fight w ith in the
G reek com m unity in C al Poly his
tory.
T his historic even t w ill mark the
first Fraternity Fight N igh t in San
Luis

O bispo.

H osted

by

SLO

K ickb oxin g, tick et proceeds w ill
benefit Special Olympics.

»

“ I thought this would be a good
idea because frat guys can be very
c o m p etitiv e,” said Scott

Adams,

s

■V-|L.i

co-owner o f S L O K ickboxing and
prom oter o f the event. “ U C S B has
a fight night similar to the one we
are going to put on and theirs has
r*

been successful.”
Fight N igh t

w ill be pre.sented

-iM

like a professional show and w ill
have 10 fights. Each fight w ill pit
two men from different fraternities
agaim t each other, matched by skill
level, weight and athletic ability. In
the corners for each fighter w ill be
a S L O K ickboxing trainer coaching
them throughout their match.

se e FIG H TS, p a g e 2

CARLY HASELHUHN/MUSTANG DAILY

Civil engineering sophom ore and Lambda Chi Alpha member
Ryan Gallagher spars with SLO Kickboxing co-owner Scott Adams
(not pictured) at the gym Monday. Gallagher was preparing for
FfW»y'« Flgh» Night.
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FIGHTS

fratern ity

continued from page 1

community service event.

have

been

members

in v o lv e d

training for the past

many, this is their first time train
ing and fighting in the ring.

FRIDAY

“ 1 have required that they come

High:73°/Low;49»
>

in at least three rimes a week to get
,,

i.!

SATURDAY v ^

proper con ditionin g,” Adams said.

^

^

High: 71°/low: 47*5

“ W e donated our services free for
them to train.”
Free training was one incentive

su n d a V

;-

that intrigued fraternity members
to join the cause.

MONDAYo.
High;73'>/Low:4ff> ti-M

some. W e are getting the best o f

“ Training here has been aw e

am./ Sets:$ 5 9 p.m.

Rises: 753

c o m p etitiv e

”

^

Phi Sigma Kappa member and

.A

supports.
M eathead

M overs

th eir

has

services

to

also
m ove

“ This is going to be an intimate
setting with seats around the ring
and standing room in the back,”
Adams said.

SLO

Boulevard. For more information,

more Ryan Gallagher.

contact S L O Kickboxing at 549-

K ick b o x in g

on

F ooth ill

The

runoff election

er (patch) to indicate their support and
commitment to the alliance program.
The

ally

program,

along

with

Community Pride Week, are active
steps being taken by the GLBU to
reveal their identity and increase their
support.

Monday - Hate Crim e Speaker, T .J. Leyden @
Chum ash A uditorium at 7 p.m .
Tuesday - "How to be an A lly" W orkshop @
U n iversity U nion, room 220 at 1 p.m .
H om osexuality and Religion Forum @ Sierra
M adre Residence H all, 7 p.m .
Wednesday - "Q ueers in the House" W orkshop @
UU room 220 at 11 a.m .
May 22 - Resource Fair @ UU Plaza 11 a.m . -12
p.m .
C losing C erem onies @ Chum ash
A u d ito riu m , 7 - 1 1 p.m .

B o d y W a xin g
fmUin &

because no pair of candidates won the

Hack • liraailwn • full Body
Heu:, ilrirate Htmosphere

maj(3rity (more than 50 percent) of the
student vote in the initial election.

805 - 786*4wax (4929)

unavailable for comment hy press rime.

697 Higuera Street • Suite H • SLO
Tun - Fn By Apporntment Only (Upauin»)
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May 12: A 27-year-old Grover Beach man was arrested for driving under
the influence after he drove into a house at 1353 Higuera St. He lost con
trol of his 1989 Jeep Commanche after he was accelerating on Pepper
Street and turned right on Higuera Street.The vehicle collided with two
parked cars on the street before jumping the curb and running into the
residence's front exterior wall at about 1:10 a.m. A sleeping resident's
head was about a foot away of the vehicle's front bumper after impact.
There were no injuries in the accident.
—A golf cart was reported stolen from an area near building 10 at 3:46
a.m.The cart was recovered four minutes later between the administra
tion building and the University Union.
— A resident of Yosemite Hall was repeatedly harassed by a series of
annoying phone calls. Annoy/ng phone caiis. How oid are we again?
—A black specialized FSR-modeled bicycle was stolen from the rear of
Sequoia Hall.The 27-speed bike was valued at $700. A second bike, a Kona
Fire mountain bike valued at $400, was also reported stolen.

— Compiied by Mustang Daiiy staff writer Andy Fahey

STUDENT LIVING AT ITS FINEST”
S IN C E 1 9 6 8
S L O
W W W . S T E N N E R C 5 L E N .C O M

T a k e a a re a k .Prorv) s-tud^ne,!!!
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May 13: Fence panels fell on a passerby near the horse unit.The subject was taken to Sierra Vista Hospital and treated for wrist and rib injuries.
—A blue Trek bicycle valued at $200 was stolen from the racks near build
ing 10.
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May 9: A construction worker jumped on the hoods of several
. i vehicles near the construction site on Poly Canyon Road.The
man was allegedly upset after he was fired. Police filled out a
I" A
report but did not make an arrest.
« *
— A motorcycle helmet was stolen from a vehicle in the A-1
parking lot.
—The San Luis Obispo County Narcotics Task Force announced
the arrest of 25 people involved in a South County based drug
ring. SLOCNTF was working with San Luis Obispo County Gang
Task Force and several other law enforcement agencies from throughout
California.The agencies recovered 1,465 grams of methamphetamine,
4,972 grams of marijuana and 94 grams of cocaine.The drugs had a com
bined street value of $86,6(X). In addition to the drugs, law enforcement
also seized 35 firearms, drug paraphernalia, a car, a boat and approxim ate
ly $20,000 in cash when they served search warrants in 31 locations in
Arroyo Grande, Grover Beach and Oceano. A few more incidents iike this
and maybe SLO County can be on “Cops."

8800.

Com m unity Pride Events

continued from page 1

May 8: Four Cal Poly students were arrested in downtown San
Luis Obispo for malicious mischief (vandalism). Disciplinary
action will be taken through Cal Poly Judicial Affairs.
—There were five alcohol-related arrests or citations issued by
the University Police Department between Thursday and
Sunday. Four arrests were made for public intoxication and one ^
subject was cited for being a minor in possession of alcohol.
None of the incidents involved Cal Poly students. Those Cuesta |
kids are nothing but troubie.

Special O lym pics” because it’s the

ber and c iv il engineering sopho

ELECTIONS

O

“ it’s neat that w e’re donating to

ass,” said Lambda C h i A lp h a m em 

Today - Keynote Speaker, Keith Boykin @ 5:30 p.m. in
Yosemite Residence Hall
Slam Poetry @ 7 p.m. in Yosemite Residence Hall
Friday - GLBU Night at Tortilla Flats @ 9 p.m.
Feminist Poetry by Adrienne Rich @ 7 p.m. in Chumash
Auditorium
Saturday - Battle of the Sexes Softball Game & Potiuck @
Cuesta Park / Potiuck starts at 1 p.m. and game starts at 2
p.m.
Reina del Sol 2(X)3 @ 5 p.m .at Old Fellows Hall
Sunday - Paint the"P" Rainbow @ 10 a.m.
Culture Fest @ the Mission Plaza, downtown SLO at 1 p.m.

fÖ

tJ»

chart. Tickets can be purchased at

she said. They will be given an identifi

•H

business senior Mark Manduca said,

get in the ring and kick som eone’s

PRIDE

.....

pete.”

from $10 to $25, based on a seating

t Low: 4:18 am /-1 .2 feet^ continued from page 1
High: 10:38 a.m ./ 4 feet
Low: 3:41 p.m./ -1.4 feet in a support network. Students will
High: 9:58 p.m./ 6.5 fe e f attend meetings and become educated,
Si.-

who have certain disabilities com 

“ It’s always been my fantasy to

A n d still, more importantly, all

Today's Tides

Olym pics help the needs o f those

Tickets for the event w ill range

and compete.

Today's MopiiN 1

ourselves through sports. Special

vide seating and standing room.

edge has driven them to train hard

'' "'

we are athletes here and we express

al technology senior Jeff Jumpe. “ I

1 Rises: 3 5 9 a.m7 Sets: 8 p.m;'
M

charity for us to represent because

equipment out o f the gym to pro

th eir

May 7: A student in Yosemite Hall was found to be in possession
of marijuana for sale. No arrest was made but the investigation
continues.

Adams said. “ T his is the perfect

Sigma Kappa member and industri

For others,

crim e Round Up

O lym p ics,”

offered

here to train after this is over.”

1i9by% Sun ^

Special

the best to teach us skills,” said Phi

would definitely like to come back

High: 73° / Low: 48°

to

national organization his fraternity

High: 66°/Low: 47° ^
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vo lu n 

“ W e are hoping to donate over

month to prepare for the event. For

5-Day Forecast

members have

teered to participate as part o f a

$1,000
Fraternity
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National/Intem atíonal News

Mustang Daily

National Briefs
Weaker dollar making European
vacations, cars more expensive
W A S H IN G T O N

—

Americans

planning for European vacations
should be braced to pay more. Ditto
for people eyeing European cars. TTae
reason: The dollar’s value has hit a
four-year low against the euro.
The slide against the euro, and to a
lesser extent against other foreign
currencies, is likely to continue, ana
lysts say. T hey believe the Bush
administration has made a shift in its
attitude toward the greenback.
gered

by

comments

Environmental Protection Agency

mails expressing support for what we

with plans to leave following Monday

punched both arms in the air and gave

issued a new propc)sal Wednesday for

night’s attacks, which targeted three

cutting ground-level ozone air pollu

have done in advising the public of
this problem,” Joseph said. “ But it’s no

a double victory sign as he descended
the stairs.

tion to meet Clinton-era smog stan
dards.

longer necessary to continue the law

ate executives and professionals live,

A ll seven — five men and two

suit because at the time the lawsuit

killing 34 people — including nine
attackers — and injuring nearly 200.

women — Kxirded a bus on the tar

Treasury

Secretary John Snow made on a
Sunday interview program, the dollar

EPA’s proposed rule lays out steps

was filed nobody knew about trans
fat. N ow everybody knows about

to take to meet the 1997 standards for

trans fat.”

I think we need a break from all of

limiting ozone, a major component of

He expressed no remorse for using
California courts as a publicity tool.

this,” said Tanya Scott, a 36-year-old

Kraft spokesman M ichael Mudd,

T h e Briftsh School in Riyadh,

smog, to 0.08 parts per million
instead o f 0.12 parts per million.
The standards also required the

courts are the place to make nutrition

The U.S. Embassy was closed for

better reflect actual air quality.

policy,” Mudd said. “That’s best han

security reasons Wednesday and the

dled by nutrition professionals and

State Department ordered home
nonessential diplomats and family

The 368-page profX)sal outlines a

regulatory agencies.”

whether a community is meeting the

Mudd said though the suit was

standard — and what it should do if it

filed May 1 and amended four days

fails to meet the standard.

later, the company was never served

The EPA is now seeking public
designate which areas do not meet

cy o f 12 European countries. The dol

the standard by April 15, 2004. Three

lar has declined by a smaller, but still

public hearings will be held next

significant,

month in Dallas, San Francisco and
Washington.

rencies.
for German cars, French wine and

located in one o f the targeted com

hour peritxl instead o f one hour to

feedback over the proposal, and will

That means higher prices not only

Australian flight attendant.

pounds, closed and some teachers left.

against the euro, the common curren

trade-weighted market basket o f cur

however, saw things differently.

SF lawyer says he's dropping
suit against Oreo cookies

with a copy.

IntemationalBriefs
Saudi Arabia acknowledges
security lapses, says 15 Saudis
carried out attacks

mac.

“ I’m terrified and I’m really scared.

“W e really don’t believe that the

pt^llution be averaged over an eight-

is now down by close to 30 percent

15 percent against a

residential compounds where expatri

that jx)lluted areas would be required

number o f possible ways to define

Including a tumble Monday, trig

Thursday, May 15,2003 3

members.

3,000 bodies exhumed at central
Iraq mass grave; links to 1991
Shiite revolt suspected
M AH AW EEL, Iraq — Villagers
pulled body after body from a mass
grave in central Iraq on Wednesday,
exhuming the remains o f up to 3,000
people they suspect were killed during
the 1991 Shiite revolt against Saddam
Hussein’s regime.
Uncounted

btxlies

remained

unearthed at the site, they said.

Western hostages, freed from al
Qaida-linked group, arrive in
Europe from Algeria

By every indication, the mass grave
in a village outside Hillah, 60 miles
south of Baghdad, is the largest found

COLCX j NE, Germany — Planes

in Iraq since U.S. forces overthrew

carrying 17 European hostages freed

Saddam and his Baath Party govern
ment last month.

when Algerian commandos raided the
hideout of an Islamic group linked to

R IY A D H , Saudi Arabia — Saudi

al-Qaida arrived in Europe on
Thursday, homecomings made bitter

Arabia acknowledged gaps in security
and revealed Wednesday that 15

sweet by concern for 15 others still
held in the Sahara.

Hundreds o f people from nearby
towns and villages watched from
behind a barbed-wire barrier as sets of
remains were pulled from the field and

Italian shoes but also Canadian beer,

S A N F R A N C IS C O — The move

Saudis carried out the deadly car

Six Germans and one Swede were

set aside wrapped in plastic bags, sheets
and blankets. Some o f the bodies’

fruit from M exico and cell phones

to outlaw Oreo cookies in California

bomb attacks in Riyadh — a startling

transported to Cologne on a military

skulls still had tufts o f long hair, and

from South Korea.

crumbled

officials said they
women.

admission considering the Arab king

plane accompanied by Deputy Foreign

lawyer who tried to ban the tasty

dom took five months to confirm

Minister Juergen Chrobog, as well as a

from admittedly high-flying levels,

snack foods said he had decided to
drop hus suit.

most o f the Sept. 11 suicide hijackers

doctor and psychologist. Minutes later,

were Saudi.
Foreign Minister Prince Saud al-

a plane carrying 10 Austrians also

ing, and some chanted: “There is no

freed in the raid landed in Salzburg.

G od but God, and the Baath (Party) is
the enemy o f God.” Several women

will continue, given a variety o f forces

Wednesday

when

probably were

the

Analysts believe the dollar’s fall,

at work. The dollar fell against the

San Francisco attorney Stephen

yen in late trading in N ew York

Joseph told T h e Associated Press he

Faisal also said this week’s attacks,

Wednesday and was little changed

would not pursue the action any fur

against the euro.

EPA proposes new smog rule,
seeks public feedback
W A S H IN G T O N

—

The

Some o f the hostages leaned heavi
ly on the rail as they got off the plane

ther, and only wanted to get the word

blamed on Osama bin Laden’s alQaida terror network, were designed

out about the dangers o f unlabeled

to drive away foreigners, but he irrsist-

first to emerge, sporting a beard and

fats contained in the popular black

ed Saudi Arabia is safer now than

wearing Arab dress. He was followed

and white cookies.

before the car bombings.

by his girlfriend Melanie Simon, 25.

“W e have received thousands o f e

in Cologne. A xel Mantey, 30, was the

Still, some foreigners went ahead

T h e Swede, Harald Ickler, 52,

^TS

In(difference is
inhum anity.

Nomad

Many o f the onlookers were weep

were holding pictures o f their missing
men.

Briefis compiled from The Associated
Press wire service by Mustang Daily
managing editor Maiia Spencer.
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We're committed to care.

Prove it.
Attend an insightful mixer this Thursday.
Inform ation S e s s io n 'a n d M ixer fo r th e 2 0 0 - 4
R a y S c h e r r B u s in e s s P la n C o m p e titio n
sponsored by Cal P o ly s’ Entrepreneurship Club

Where: Gardens o f Avila, SLO [Avila Beach Exit]
When: Thursday, May 15, 2003, 5:30-7:30 PM
h ttp ://w w w .criterio n .n et/m ixer

We p ro v id e serviceli t o
women & men in c la ji in g :
Birth Control
Vasectomy
Mid-life services
Pregnancy testing
f
Options Counseling
STI testing & treatments
Emergency Contraception
Confidential HIV
Gynecological exams

We offer services at no cost for those
who qua lify for state funding.
We also accept Medi-Cal.

Planned Parenthood
743 Pismo St
San Luis Obispo
(8 0 5 ) 5 4 9 -9 4 4 6
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578 California BIvd.
(805)593-0420;
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555 Ramona Drive
San Luis Obispo

Chalk Mountain
Golf Course
»Pro Shop
*Cocktails
*Golf Carts
*Coffee Shop
•Driving Range
•PGA Golf Professionals
•Private and Group Lessons

STOP Looking fo r
Housing th e H ard W ay
And

O nly
20 minutes
from SLO.

Student rate: $ 1 0 f o r i8 hole course
Good now & ALL summer! (A fter u:oo)
Chalk Mountain Golf Course
1 0 ,0 0 0 Elbordo Road
Atascadero, CA 9 3 4 2 2
(805)466-8848, Fax: (805)466-8208

eneia
Townhouse Apartments for Students

(80S) S43-1450

NOW LEASIN G FO R 2003 - 2004
Tours A vailable. Call for an application or apply online at
wvvw.ValenclaApartm ents.com

Great Amenities...
* Private Bedroom s
*Academ ic and Y e a r L e a se s
*G PA Discounts 5% -1 0 %
*Recreation Center
*TV Lounge
'^Computer Lab w/ F R E E Internet *Weight Room
*Heated Pool

Get the Classes
You Need this
Summer!
P a y Ju st S I I a u n it!
C A L PO LY STU D EN TS:
Com plete general e d „ support, an d m ajor classes
at Allan H an co ck College this summer.
H undreds of H ancock courses fulfill y o u r Cal Poly
low er division graduation requirem ents.
• Enrollm ent fees are still ju s t $ 11 a unit
($33 for a typical class).

Exam ples of Equivalent Courses
CAL POLY COURSE

AHC EQUIVALENT

Psy 20) or 202 = Psych 101
Star 2 2 1 * Math 123

Tommy Bahama

Scorn 101 or 102 * Speech 101

Lucky Brand Jeans

Econ 222 <S. 221 * Econ 101 & 102

Nat Nast

For a complete list of Cal Poly/Hancock
equivalent courses, go to
www.HancockCollege.edu
and click on "Cal Poly Students."

Reyn Spooner
Cutter & Buck

Classes begin June 16
...........mi"..........................

Register now!
-AllanHancock College
A California public community college
800 South College DrA^'cSanta Mana
toll free 1-866-OIAl AHC (342'5242) ext 3363

%

ALLAN HANCOCK COLLEGE

Patrick Jam es
PURVEYOR

TO

G E N T L E M E N

641 higuera at downtown's west end.
(805) 549-9593
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M enon said. “The sense of the body is

PORN

that the new preface added to (C al
Poly’s) Responsible Use Policy signed

continued from page 1

by the provost provides clear warning
“This says something very sad,”
Vanasupa said. “W e say we are com 
mitted to creating an environment of
mutual respect, bur we don’t seem to
' be able to implement a simple policy
that gives body to those words.”
'

Provost Paul Zingg said the execu
tive committee appreciates the con
cerns

that

Vanasupa’s resolution

I addresses, but the resolution it.self was
not the best way to achieve a civil
'

“ 1 think the resolution had a lot of

' problems in its wording and vague
ness,” Zingg said. “ 1 think it’s a pro-

By Caitlin O 'Farrell

with your rights. That warning is seen

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

On April 18, a direct message from
Zingg was added as a new preface to
Cal Poly’s RUP. The preface recog
nizes that personal viewing o f sexual
ly explicit materials on campus com 
puters may result in a breech o f ethi
cal standards and create a hostile or
perceived hostile workplace. It fur
not condone or tolerate these actions.
Zingg is assembling a task force to
meet next tall that would address
some o f the concerns that V'anasupa’s

■ caused more problems.”

resolution focused on.

Vanasupa said the reason that the

“ I’d be happy to participate in a

resolution was voted down probably

task force that took real action,”

had more to do with personal opin

Vanasupa said. “ I don’t think (the

ions than textual technicalities.

issue) is dead. Perhaps there will be

“ 1 think the fact that the vote

“Zn the art world it isn't about the money or the notori

as being sufficient.”

^ posed solution that would have only
I

Students visualize dialogue

on what you may do in accordance

ther states that the university does

and respectful workplace.
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another resolution next year.”

ety; it is about affecting people."

T h e impact o f words and m em o
ries w ill be transformed into art for

Joe D o m in g u ez

a student display today.

art and design senior

T h ree C al Poly art and design
seniors w ill showcase their work in
a repeat performance tonight at 7
in the Pacific M arine Building.
“ T h e show and the art are very
non-traditional and contemporary,
they portray deep concepts that
are not usually addressed in every
day life,” said Keith

Dom inguez,

M a rin o vich

and

Erik

Dorm unth

“ D ialogue

Visual,” as a senior project, but it
turned into something larger than
they ever expected. T h e y

were

occurred by secret ballot is very
telling,” Vanasupa said. “ It’s not the

appointed with the executive com

show because it was such a huge

role o f the executive committee to

mittee’s decision, she is emotionally

success.

act as a filtering agent for resolutions.

drained and ready to move on.

digital retouching.

Since the show has gained so

“They

(th e

much popularity here in San Luis

m em ory

and

O bispo,

th inking

Dominguez said. “ T h e

show

based on the concept that there is

the

group

con tin u in g

is
the

in

asked by the faculty to repeat the

photos)
of

speak o f

the

past,”

theme

is

N orthern C alifornia if they can

no segregation o f the past and the

find

present. Everything is passing us as

a new

location

that suits

lot to do with the success o f the

Becomes

Vanasupa said although she is dis

affecting people.”

them. T h e original building had a

put

together the art show, which is
e n titled

using regular techniques with no

about

Dormunih,

one o f the featured artists.
Joe

money or the notoriety; it is about

the moment goes on.”
M a rin o v ic h

constructed

an

show and it fit the theme that the

installation consisting o f 60 frames

students had in mind.

he collected form thrift stores from

“ T h e spot we chose fit us to a T,

San Francisco to Los Angeles. He

we even lived in the space for a

built the frames into an 11-foot

w h ile,” Dominguez said.

wall and filled them with drawings

T h e idea came about last year
after classes ended.

Dominguez,

com prised

in graphite.

At

one

point a live bird was contained in

T his is the result o f a year’s

M arinovich and Dormunth began

However, the meetings took the form

“ W hat I have learned is that we all

worth o f hard work and brain

talking about what was next for

Dormunth created a series of 16

o f hostile, vehement debate; no one

need to fight the tendency for selfish

storming. T h e three students sent

them and they decided that they

paintings and drawings composed

to

ness and apathy that is within us in

postcards to more than a 1,000

wanted to do something really cre

with graphite, colored pencils and

improve the resolution for the agen

order to create a society where we are

people and did all the prom otional

ative.

acrylic

da.”

all treated with dignity,” Vanasupa

posters on their own. T h ree hun

said. “ I can certainly look back and

dred people came to the first show

statem ent

demic freedom might have prompted

see where I have failed to speak out

on M ay 10 and they were lining up

Visual’ which is pretty relevant to

executive com m ittee

on the behalf of others and I hope not

to see the pieces on display.

our

offered

suggestions

on

how

M enon said a potential loss to aca
members to

vote against agendizing the resolu

to act so apathetically the next time 1

tion.

have a chance.”

“ W e came up with this powerful

society

‘ D ialogue
today,”

Becomes

the structure.

paint. T h e y

illustrate a

theme o f past consciousness o f the
human being.
T h e group rented out an old

D om inguez

building on the corner o f A rch er

“ T h e most rewarding thing is

said. “ In our culture, everything is

and Pacific. T h e Pacific M arine

that we affected and inspired peo

visual; people just don ’t read any

building is located at 331 Pacific,

“ A key issue may be that we can

Vanasupa has been campaigning

ple to be creative. 1 heard about a

m ore.”

but the entrance is on Archer.

not impose prior restraint on academ

since February to amend the current

guy who came to the show and

Dominguez has displayed photos

“ W e w ill be around to answer

ic freedom to explore matters which

R U P that allows access to porno

then went home and drew until 4

that portray the theme ‘unexposed

questions and talk about the works

are legally permitted and within the

graphic W eb sites from university

in the m orning,” Dominguez said.

consciousness o f tim e.’ T h ere are

with anyone that is interested in a

first amendment rights o f all citizens,”

computers.

“ In the art world it isn’t about the

six photos that are 30x40, printed

discussion,” M arinovich said.
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Top 10: OnWhite-only prom a
campus nooky backward step for equality
’ve always been a rebel. A s a child, 1 was bad to the bone: 1
scoffed at time-outs and pulled cats’ tails. M y on-the-edge sta
tus has only intensified with age: In high school, I wrote in
textbooks and wore pink Adidas to the prom. N o w 1 eat Pe 2
straight out o f the wrapper!
Yes, “ danger” is my middle name; I’ve always loved the thrill
o f the forbidden. A n d in college, I obviously like to push the
edge o f the sexual envelope. For four years. I’ve gone to class and
endured lectures not even realizing the randy potential the uni
versity grounds possess. W ith a mish-mash o f com plex buildings,
secluded structures and sprawling fields. C al Poly begs to be cor
rupted.
Today, as my final act o f rebellion, 1 will share with you the
Top 10 places to hook up on campus:
10. The 50 yard-line o f Mustang Stadium: I f you’re go in g to
go deep on the field, beware o f
groundskeepers
and
sprinklers.
Judging by the lackluster football sea
sons we’ve had, sex on the goal line
may be the biggest score o f the year!
9. Poly Canyon: W ith its endless
hills and surreal architecture designs,
you’ll feel wonderfully isolated. A
night time walk along the creek or
afternoon picnic may turn lusty, but
not Thursday afternoons; you may be
unpleasantly surprised by swarthy
R O T C cadets practicing ambushes!
8. The elevators in the parking
structure: “ G oin g down?” Kidnap him
on campus and really push his but
tons. I guarantee the big glass lift
won’t be the only thing on the rise!
7. The P: A fter a warm summer
night with a bottle o f wine, you might
be tempted to rename it “T h e Big O ! ” just don’t schedule a ren
dezvous when the Greeks are pledging, or it could be Phi Alpha
Awful.
6. Building 38 (math and science): People clear out early and
the dix>rs stay unlocked. Perhaps it’s time you and your girl show
them what one plus one really makes!
5. The Police Escort Van: Numerous rows o f bench seats make
this the perfect after-library romp! Just wait for the delicious guy
driving to drop everyone o ff and yank him in the back. It’ll give
new meaning to the phrase “ getting a ride!”
4. Fisher Science: W h a t’s hotter than a blue flame? A red-hot
quickie in the biggest lecture hall. O r discover her wild side
amidst the natural history o f the mini-museum!
3. The horticulture unit: O ne o f my all-time fantasies. Drive
past the greenhouse to discover sprawling gardens and fragrant
walkways o f the Leaning Tree Arboretum. Have “ around-theworld sex” in the Australian, South Anrericaji and
Mediterranean-themed gardens. O r play a naughty game o f
“ A lic e In W onderland” in the playing card-shaped hedge maze.
2. Fifth floor o f the library: 11 you’ re in need o f a study break,
a little groping between the shelves is a delightful thrill. Beware
o f nosy librarians and the amplifying acoustics, so pick a table
lacing a window and tell your hottie to browse Y O U R rack!
A n d the all-time best place to hook up on campus is:
1. Crandall Pool: A t night, this mild-mannered swimming
pool liecomes a pulsating blue sex palace. T h e shimmering
turquoise reflection and splashy echoes have a seductive, “ Cruel
Intention.s” quality! Rut you’d better cozy up to a Rec C enter
honcho, because they’re the only one with keys. For open-air
water-play, M ott Ptx)l is a good bet. “ But watch out for the
m otion sensors” cautions soccer-stud Brian, adding, "N o t that 1
would know !”
^uch daring sexcapades aren’t lor everyone! But for rebels like
myself who sneer at the law, ( “ felony shm elony!") an on-campus
quickie makes me le d like my tuition was worth it!

I

Shallon Lester is a speech com m unication senior w ho is looking
for som eone w ho can pick a lock. For questions or com m ents, em ail her at shallonlester@ hotm ail.com , but if she looks happily
disheveled w ith grass in her hair, ju st don't ask.
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imous.

“They didn’t vote or anything. They
said, ‘This is what we’re going to do,”’ said
senior Gerica McCrary, a black student
who helped organize last year’s dance.
“ I think a lot o f seniors were disappoint
ed,” said Erin Posey, a white senior. “N ow
we have to choose between two groups of
friends.”
Just a year after taking a giant leap

Commentary andwhywe it’s hard to comprehend why the students

___ _
are so grate
ful for that fight we hold a day each year
in his honor.
With all the progress made in moving
toward equality in the last 50 years, it’s
shocking that segregation and racism are
still not only alive in America, but violent
ly kicking. A live in the occasional cross
burned on an innocent p>erson’s lawn, alive
in comedians playing on racial stereotypes
for a laugh and most recently alive in the
whites-only prom held at Taylor G xinty
High School in Albany, Ga., Friday.

would want to regress. Furthermore, why
would an administration consisting o f sup
posedly educated adults have allowed - in
fact, supixirtcd - such segregation in the
school system?

organized separate proms for blacks and

It may be argued that the blacks have
the integrated prom to attend, so it’s the
whites’ right to have their own prom if they
choose. It’s not as though the blacks are
being excluded from prom.
However, separate but equal is a fallacy.
To begin with, the whites have two proms
to go to, the blacks have just one.
Secondly, the idea of one’s skin color caus
ing ousting from any school function is
blatant race discrimination reminiscent of
the 1950s.

whites after school officials stopped spon

Sch(X)l olficiak have claimed in the past

soring sch(X)l dances, partly to stop prob

that interracial dating is the cause o f the

lems stemming ftom interracial dating,

segregated proms.

according to C N N .

But is interracial dating such a threat,
anyway? In a 1998 study, black/white inter
racial marriages accounted for about 6 per
cent o f U.S. marriages, according to
www.racerelations.about.com.

Last year, the juniors who made up the
prom committee held the schix)l’s first inte
grated prom in 31 years in the rural Georgia
towTi. Previously, parents and students

This year, a small group of white juniors
decided they wanted a separate whites-only
prom in addition to the integrated dance.
C N N reported that the decision to

Just a year after taking a giant
leap toward a more equal
school emironment, its hard to
comprehend why the students
would want to regress.
Additionally, the Web site reported that
for years psychologists have discussed the
significance o f interracial relationships as a
factor in improving race relations in soci
ety.
Finally, where does the line stop? Next
year, will Hispanics have their own prom?
How about half-black and half-white stu
dents? Everyone in America, with the
exception
of
pure-blooded
N ative
Americans, has a heritage originating in
another country.
W ith 439 students at Taylor County
High School and 232 o f them black, ami
cable race relations are definitely .some
thing the school should lœ k in to. Having
a campus divided in two doesn’t say much
for schcx)l pride or unity.
A school would never allow for segregat
ed baseball teams or math classes, and seg
regated school dances are just as preposter
ous.
It’s time the Taylor County School
Board t ( X ) k off their hom-rimmed glasses
long enough to notice what year they were
in and make some policy changes.

Samantha Yale is a journalism senior and
Mustang Daily staff writer.

Letters to the editor
Issue is up for debate
Editor,
This is a response to David Coyle’s May 8 letter ( “Free Spx^h
Should Be Intelligent” ). 1desire to have an open debate with ytxi.
1 can use this paper as an open forum, but I think that wtxild be
inconsiderate because it would take away space in Mustang F)aily
from others to write what is on their miiids alxxjt any issue.
Whether you prefer just you and I chatting or having txir dehate
witnessed by many people, you can contact me. I thank you for
coming forward and challenging me on my points that you agree
or disagree with. I look forward to hearing from you.

Zubin Koshy is a m usk junior.

$500 election claim doesn't make sense
Editor,
Over the past .several weeks. Mustang Daily has, tin numerous
occasions, stated that AlLson Anderson and Olga Berdial are run
ning their campaign on $500 - this is clearly not true.
Let’s kxik at the facts. Any conservative estimate would put the
price tag of their campaign at more than $1,500. Their 250 T-shirts
akme at a cost o f $5 per shirt brings the price to $1250 - already
$750 more than they claim to have spent. Tliese T-shirts, along
with their gk>ssy campaign cards, posters, stake signs and Otter
Pops that they have given (Xit in the dorms eiisily brings the cost
o f their campaign to $1,5(X), if not more. These figures are much
closer to the budgets of the Pamell/Paasch and Ayers/Vazquez
campaigns thim the Daily has reported. C!al Poly students have
clearly been misled.
Yet students seem to believe what they read in this paper and
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quality. By definition, it is the state
or an instance o f being equal in
number, amount, rank or meaning.
More im^Tortantly, though, equality is see
ing all human beings as people and not
colors or genders, and certainly none held
in less regard than the others. Equality
means a man who is African-American is
a man, and not a black man.
Equality is what Martin Luther King Jr.
fought for,

are casting their votes on the basis o f false information. I have spo
ken with numerous students who told me that they cast their votes
for Alison and Olga because of their “supposed” $5(X) budget.
These students have clearly been misled by both Alison and Olga
and by the Mustang Daily.
1 encourage the Mastang Daily to do its research and use a bit
more common sense before reporting facts that are clearly false and
that could influence the txitcome o f this election. Cal Poly stu
dents deserve better, both from the candidates and from this paf>er.

Mark Beck-Heyman is a psychology graduate student.

Letter policy
Letters become the property of the Mustang Oaiiy.Mustang
Daily reserves the right to edit ikters for grammar, pixrfanities
and length. Letters, commentaries and cartoons do not repre
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Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the cor
rect format
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'Nametag dissertation'proven wrong
ello, my name is Laura.
T h at’s what my nametag says. I wore it
all day last Wednesday because some
guy said it would make people act friendlier
toward me.

H

nametags later, Scott has published a bcx)k, cre
ated a W eb site and is considering a career as a
motivational speaker. A ll o f this credited to
wearing a crumpled, white sticker with his
name on it.

That guy is Scott Ginsberg o f St. Louis, who
wore

an

adhesive

nametag

with

“ Scott”

Scott’s success motivated me. If he could
befriend the masses by wearing a nametag, why

tled. “ I am wearing it on purpose!”

Although an admirable idea,
Scott's nametag crusade isn't
breaking any barriers on the C al
Poly campus.

Surprisingly, this didn’t lead to further witty
banter or any lunch invitations. My nametag
experiment was a failure. I didn’t make a single
new friend. Scott was wrong.
Although an admirable idea, Scott’s nametag
crusade isn’t breaking any barriers on the Cal

couldn’t 1? So, with “ H ello, my name is

faux pas by forgetting to remove my nametag

Poly campus. Maybe wearing a nametag for 900

L A U R A ” boldly scrawled on a sticky label and

after whatever event I had just attended, it was

days gets you places in Missouri, but it only gets

fastened to my sweater, I embarked on my day

as if I had accidentally left the size sticker on

you funny looks in California.

called it “TTie Name Tag Dissertation” and

at Cal Poly anxious to meet heaps o f new

the back o f my new jeans so that everyone

Still, if you think that Scott’s onto some

swore that by wearing his moniker on his T-

friends.

could see the strip o f “size twos” stuck to the

thing with his nametag wearing campaign, I

hack o f my thigh (O K , maybe not size two, but

encourage you to grab a Sharpie and wear your

the metaphor still works).

tag with pride. Maybe you’ll have better luck

Commentary

scratched across it
for

days
Scott

900

straight.

shirt, people around him became more open
and social.

Yet no one was approaching me to say,
“ H ello L A U R A , splendid day isn’t it?” or “ My

It all began when Scott attended a seminar
and then, on a whim, decided to keep his

L A U R A , what a stunning coiffure; who does

20 new people

that night,

who

all

approached him to strike up conversations.
N ine hundred days and countless boxes o f

If 1 see you. I’ll say hello.

In fact, rather than people approaching me

Finally, a girl in my biology lab asked, “ Uh,

at all, I began to detect uncomfortable glances

Laura, did you forget to take your nametag off?”

and pity stares from passerbys. I realized that

A t last, someone approached me! “W h y no,

everyone assumed I had made an embarrassing

I didn’t forget to take my nametag off,” I chor

Donating eggs
not solution for
money problems

than me.

well as Scott’s.

your highlights?”

nametag on after the lecture ended. He said he
met

M y nametag dissertation was not going as

Laura Newman is a Journalism ju n io r and
Mustang Daily staff w riter who ju st wants to
be your friend.

Letters to the editor
Too late for racial retribution

their college. If my parents could afford it, maybe they would ...
as would yours. Instead, 1 bought my own vehicle with my own

Editor,

money and I even buy my own gas! Imagine that!
A s far as college tuition goes, I think that if I were not white

After reading the chain o f letters about restitution for

1 may have been able to get a scholarship or grant. Instead, I will

minorities. I’d like to say this: Restitution at this point is point

be $20,000 in debt after I leave this wonderful institution. Next

less.

time you accuse someone o f making ignorant assumptions, I

Tylor Middlestadt is right. Restitution isn’t about handouts;

hope you have the decency not to make ignorant assumptions

his weekend, for the second time in my life, my wallet was
full enough to make closing it a challenge. A n d since the
first time it was merely full o f $1 bills after waiting tables
in my dad’s restaurant at age 15, this second instance o f inability
to match up my Velcro closures should have made me at least a
little excited. TTris time around, however, finding a healthy stack
o f ones in lieu o f the 26 Wells Fargo withdrawal receipts I
encountered would have been truly boat floating.

unethical to blame someone else for the wrongdoings another

Scott Klopcic is a construction m anagem ent senior.

commits. If you hit me. I’m not going to blame your brother or

Riding a bike would solve traffic
problems

T

it’s compensation for past wrong doings. However, Matthew

o f your own.

Rayhbuck is right too. He shouldn’t have to give restitution. It’s

your mom or any other relative o f yours: I’m going to blame you.
And to give restitution to one group o f people is a tricky
thing: To give it to one group means you’d have to give it to

Editor,

Realizing my wallet’s unexpected thickness would soon resem

everyone who has been wronged, which is pretty much impos

ble debt, I was forced to recall a conversation 1 had with my

sible. Also, it’s hard to chixise what is the correct amount to be

I am responding to jo e Camajani’s letter “Campus pt)lice

friend Kevin a few weeks back. It was then that, after listening to

given out. Should some arbitrary amount o f money be given to

needed on Highland” (M ay 7). It seems to me that Joe is com

me rant about my two jobs not “ being enough,” Kevin suggested

African Americans, or should we give them the mule and the

plaining about something that is easily fixable. Joe, if you would

the unsuggestable: “ You could always sell an egg.”

40 acres? (I f you think this, feel free to give them your house.)

just leave your house five minutes earlier you would cruise into

Selling human eggs has become an increasingly acceptable

And as for Jarad: A generation is a long time, roughly 30

practice these days, and the controversy that has taken root is

years. And when you look at the span o f many generations,

bitchin’ Joe. You are probably one o f those people who live near

watered by a number o f different

you’d have to realize that people change; old people leave and

campus and won’t sit your lazy ass on your bike and ride to

beliefs. Arguments primarily center

young people take their place. Ideas change in the blink o f an

sch(K)l.

around the morality o f the issue, but

eye; some people change with that blink. The best time for

Why? Because you won’t wake up 15 minutes earlier to do so.

some people are more concerned

restitution is soon after the wrongdoing is committed.

It’s O K though, all us lazy people need our full 12 hours o f sleep.

Otherwise, it’s pointless.

Oh, and what about those brave people who do stand out on

^

A

with the psychological taxes that would accompany a human egg
donation.
A C N N Health report on www.bioethics.umm.edu morally
compares the selling o f eggs to the selling o f organs, which is ille

campus no problem and miss the backup o f cars. Quit your

A more sensible thing to do would just be to minimize the

Highland every morning directing traffic so crazy drivers like

occurrences o f these injustices in the future. It’s what happens

you don’t kill anylxxly? Forgot about them, huh? Be thankful

in a real apology.

that they are out there helping you get to class 20 minutes late

gal. Jeffrey P. Kahn, Ph.D., director o f bioethics at the University

and not 40. C ^it your bitchin’ Joe. There is a theme to this

o f Minnesota also said in the report that with procedures in volv

Nam Nguyen is a com puter science freshm an.

respt^>nse and I hope after people read it: I will see the next “( ^ i t

ing eggs, “ costs are home almost entirely by the patient - creat

Being white won't get you everything

Yer Bitchin” article in the Mustang Daily written about people

ing a market for services rather than a system by which to allo
cate a scarce resource."
A large problem is encountered when you add to this the fact

like you, Joe.

Editor,

Jason Shaw is an electrical engineering senior who despises
lazy people that like to com plain (and who are civil *1 like to
play In the dirt* engineers).

that specific women are being targeted as a resource for eggs,

TTiis is a response to Tylor Middlestadt’s letter about white

according to www.christiancourier.com. T h e site notes in an arti

privilege ( “ Being white almost always an advantage," May 7).

cle titled “ Eggs for Sale” that even in 1999 a man was rumored to

W hile it is true that being white brings about many privileges

have started a W eb site offering fashion model eggs for auction.

like you stated, you went tex) far in your assumptions. Was it

W ith patients paying out-of-pocket for all egg expenses, wealthy

necessary to attack the author’s family background (which you

families could be popping out some pretty hot babes while those

don’t know) just becau.se he/she is white? Being white is not

with a smaller income would give birth to lil’ ones destined to

equivocal to having health care privileges and parents who pay

Tylor Middlestadt ( “ Being white almost always an advantage,”

have “ great personalities.”

for college — that has more to do with personal wealth and

May 7) said it-perfect when he wrote, “Racism Ls pre.sent in every

Cursing an unfortunate family with untamable hair, my big

middle or upper class status in society. Please don’t a.ssume if you

day American life.” For example, I was reaeling a letter to the edi-

butt or my lack o f math skills never crossed my mind when Kevin

are white that you have economic privileges, because that’s iso

mr the other day when I came across the folk>wing line: “Ymi have

and I were planning my path o f debt-avoidance, though. The

lating the millions o f pcxir whites in our country.

abstdutely no right to sity what those who are bles.si\l with a more

Letter writer was racist too
Editor,

main thought that crossed my mind was whether 1 could function

W hile white privilege can help a person land a job, get a

beautifijl skin color deserve.” Tliank you Tylor, for pnn’ing once

normally knowing that my biological son or daughter would he

house or get a lighter jail sentence, it dtx?s not mean that the

ag-.tin that people like you are unable to form an intelligent argu

plaguing some schoolyard with bad puns. O r asking myself if the

same perstm will enjoy g(xxl dental care, get a paid-for gas card

ment without displaying their own imbedded raci.sm. Here’s some

bkKkheaded baby behind me at Vons kwked a little tixi familiar.

or caring parents.

news for ytxi, “buddy.” 1am white ... I have never hitd hill dental or
health iasurance, my parents do not pay my tuition cx my gas card.

O r speculating, in the far future, if the Starbucks boy who mirac
ulously knew my order before I placed it had a hairline that only
coincidentally resembled my grandfather’s. Thus, Kevin and I
concluded that while plucking my eggs would pay, it would also

Lilian Andrade is an international business senior currently in
Thailand.

Editor,

throw my already-spastic-self into quite a state o f paranoia.

1 did have everything that I needed when I grew up (love, foxl,
clothes) and it was probably easier for my parents, but only because
they hiid the intelligence to .stop after having as many children as
they could support. And finally, the last time I checked, minimum

But for those interested w'omen out there who could stand

I usually always read the letters to the editor to get .some sort

wage in Calih)mia is $6.75 an hour. Now, this letter is not about

watching the W elch ’s grape juice commercials without wonder

o f a grin about some stupid issue people are fighting about.

slavery or civil rights, it is not aKxit the negative stere«.>types of

ing, I strongly encourage, getting those eggs to market.

And

N ever in my five years here have 1 felt compelled to resptind

minorities or the ignorance o f a letter written on April 22. It is

while I’m not an advocate for auctioning eggs and giving some

until 1 read Tylor Middlestadt’s lovely piece on how easy it is to

for helping another family is not a dishonorable way to up one’s

aKuit your ignonmee, ycuir gross exaggerations and the fact that
be white ( “ Being white almost always an advantage,” May 7). 1 Y O U are certainly not someone who .should be voicing an argu
am .sure he had a ptjint in the beginning; it is an “ ignorant ment for restitution.

cash flow.

assumption that minorities are lazy and expect handouts.”

couples an unfair advantage, I think that accepting a commission

Besides, guys do it all the time, hut that’s another piece.

Instead you go on to make your own ignorant assumptions about

Em ily Frydendal is a journalism ju n io r and Mustang Daily staff
w riter.

Just a thought.

You should have quit while you were ahead, Mr. Middlestadt.
being white. Tylor assumes all white families make six-figure
incomes and can afford to buy their children cars and pay for

Daniel Iverson is ah aerospace engineering junior who would
rather hear from someone who knows w hat oppression really
is.
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Check Out the Free MTV INTERACTIVE M USIC EXPO:
Surprise LIVE Perform ance / Win Cool Stuff
Listen to New Music / Enter the M C Battle
Be a TRL Host for the Day

Cal Poly: San Luis Obispo
University Union Piaza / iMay 20th, 2003 / 12 noon tii 5pm

For more information log onto www.mtv.com
Sponsored by: A8I Events
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Directory of companies at Springboard Job Fair
American Cooling, Inc.
We are a pre-cooling and cold stor
age fresh vegetable operation. This
well-established Salinas produce com
pany offers excellent career opportuni
ties. You are invited to become a part of
our team.

Applied Biosystems
www.appliedbiosystelhs.com
Applied Biosystems has demonstrat
ed its position as a technology leader
and driving force in the changing
dynamics of the life science market
place. The Applied Biosystems business
is focused on the following markets:
basic research, commercial research
(pharmaceutical and biotechnology)
and standardized testing, including
forensic human identification, H IV
genotyping and ftxxi testing.

Brocade Communications, Inc.
www.briKade.com
BnKade Communications Systems,
Inc. is a provider of infrastnicture for
storage area networks (SA N s), offering
a prcxluct family of Fibre Channel fab
ric switches that provide an intelligent
networking foundation for SANs. The
Company delivers and enables hard
ware and siiftware products, education
and services that alUiw companies to
implement highly available, scalable,
manageable and secure environments
for business-critical storage applica
tions.

C&D Aerospace
www.cdaero.com
C&.D Aerospace has been in busi
ness for 31 years. C&.D Aerospace is a
progressive company and is the leading
supplier of interior components and sys
tems for commercial airlines and air
frame
manufacturers.
For
the
SpringKiard Job Fair C6iD will be seek
ing candidates with a varied back
ground in Manufacturing and Materials
Engineering through work experience
or education. Work experience in a
related aircraft compxment-manufacturing environment is a plus.

California State Board of
Equalization
www.bxe.ca.gov
The State Board of Equalization
employs aKiut 4000 petiple. Our agency
collects billions of dollars for state and
Keal programs, including health care,
fire, piolice, schixils, libraries, roads, and
parks. The State of California offers sta
ble employment and excellent benefits.
Visit our website at www.boe.ca.gov

CALSENSE
www.calsense.com
CALSENSE is a C'alifornia-based
company that manufactures state-ofthe-art water management systems for
large, commercial customers. Our f i K u s
is on the municipality, school district,
and development markets.

Carrier - So. Cal. Air Conditioning
Distributors
www.scad.com
Southern
California
A ir
Conditioning Distributors is a whole
sale H V A C distribution company head
quartered
in City
of Industry,
California, and serving Southern
California from San Luis Ohispxi to
Baja, Mexico. We are Southern
California’s One Stop Shop for all your
H V A C needs from residential to com
mercial to industrial including equip
ment, controls, parts, supplies, and
sheet metal.

Chemron Corporation
www.chemron.com
For more than 20 years, Chemron

has been acknowledged as a superior
supplier of high-quality surfactants for
the
personal
care
and
the
household/industrial/institutional
industries. Our commitment to cus
tomer service and our dedicated profes
sional staff have long established
Chemron’s reputation for innovative
solutions. Chemron is a wholly owned
subsidiary of The Lubrizol Corporation,
a global fluid technology company.

Cintas Corporation
www.cintas.com
The Management Trainee and Sales
Trainee programs are a structured pro
gram for new college graduates, where
you are introduced to the C IN T A S corpxirate culture, the uniform rental and
sales business as well as pnxluction and
service management all in preparation
for an accelerated career path.
Candidates should have an excellent
work ethic, proven leadership skills and
a record of achievement in and out of
schtxil. A t C IN TA S , it’s performance
that counts! Full benefits that include
medical, dental, vision, paid vacation,
401k, profit sharing, ESOP and more.

Classic Party Rentals
www.cla.ssicpartyrentals.com
Classic Party Rentals is the nation’s
leading party and event rental company
with locations in the Bay Area, Los
Angeles, San Diego and Palm Springs.
Classic employs 450 team members and
is growing. Classic .supplies tents, tables,
chairs, linens, glassware, china, silver
ware, and hundreds of other items.
From an elegant dinner party to a major
corporate - event.
Classic
serves
California’s top caterers, event plan
ners, hotels and resorts.

Crosby Mead Benton & Associates
www.keithco.com
Crosby Mead Benton is a civil engi
neering company Icxated in the San
Fernando Valley in Ltis Angeles. We
have been professional civil engineers
for over 16 years at our current Kk u tion. We have opportunities for plan
ners and engineers. W e handle diverse
projects i.e., golf courses, industrial,
multi-family, mixed use and large resi
dential projects.

Del Monte Foods
www.delmonte.com
Del Monte F<xxls’ Hanford facility is
the companies only ffesh-pack tomato
priKessing facility. We priKcss in excess
of 400,0(X3 tons of fresh tomatoes each
priKessing sea.son. We are a part of the
larger organization that oporates 16 produition facilities and 15 distribution
centers in 14 states, and nine opera
tions in American Samoa, (Canada,
Ecuador and Venezuela.

Department of Toxic Substances
Control
www.dtsc.ca.gov
The
Department
of
Toxic
Substances Gm trol regulates the man
agement of hazardous waste and over
sees the cleanup of hazardous substance
release sites.

Department of Transportation
www.dot.ca.gov
The California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) has long
been recognized as a leader in the transpxirtation industry. The Department’s
mi.ssion is to improve mobility across
California while providing the safest,
best-managed, seamless, transpxtrtation
system in the world. In pursuit of our
mission, we continue to build a talent
ed and diverse team and to strengthen
ties with our partners

Enterprise Rent A Car
www.enterprise.com
Entry-Level Management Training
Program,
Sales,
Management,
Marketing, Retail, Customer Service
and Human Resources
You’ve dreamed of creating your own
startup, of mastering skills that help you
take ownership of your future. Okay, so
you never dreamed o f working at
Enterprise. But we can make your
dreams a reality. As a Management
Trainee at Enterprise, you’ll learn to run
a profit center, manage people and grow
your own fast-paced business. You’ll
enjoy big earning potential, with per
formance-based promotion that many
MBAs would envy. Plus you’ll find great
opportunities, fun people and a $6 bil
lion company recognized as one of
America’s best to work for.

Family Care Network, Inc. (The)
www.fcni.org
The Family Care Network,Inc. a
nonprofit corporation IcKated in San
Luis Obispo, has openings for In-Home
Counselors needed for several new
child/family services programs. The
Family Care Network, created in 1987
by a group of the Faith community, has
become one o f the primary child/family
services agencies on the Central Coast.
The In-home Support Counselor shall
perform therapeutic behavioral activi
ties which may include: Individual
behavior counseling and support,
improve client’s scKial and community
skills, cognitive behavioral interven
tions, client supervision and time struc
turing, .support to and collaboration
with the client’s caregiver family, .supervi.se family visits.

Fastenal
www.fastenal.com
Fastenal was founded in 1967 with
the belief in customer service. Our mis
sion statement is. Growth through cus
tomer service. This idea has turned that
initial location into more than 1200
stores and over $1 billion in annual
sales. W e are Kxiking to hire motivated
sales people. Fastenal is kx>king to open
21 sttires in California in 2003. We cur
rently have 57 ItKations in California
and we expect to have over 200 I c K a tions by year 2006. Q im e join the
Fastenal team and get your career start
ed with a fast growing company with
opp<irtunities to advance.

Federal Bureau of Investigation
www.fbi.gov
The Federal Bureau of Investigation
is an investigative orginization with
more than 260 Federal crimes we inves
tigate nationwide. The Special Agent
position requires being a United States
citizen, having a graduate degree, three
years of full-time professional work
experience and being at least 23 years of
age. W e hire all majors but prefer stu
dents with technical backgrounds
and/or foreign languages. Summer
Internships are for Junior’s or grad stu
dents and are available for the summer
of 2004 in Washington D.C.

General Atomics Aeronautical
Systems Inc.
www.gat.com
General
Atomics Aeronautical
Systems, Inc. (G A -A S l) is the leading
provider of remotely controlled
unmanned aircraft (U A V ) in the world
today. Since 1989, its team o f engineer
ing and aero.space specialist have devel
oped leading edge stilutions for real
time military reconnais.sance, in-theater strike designation and, most

recently, twenty-four hour attack capa
bilities.

Hertz Local Edition
www.hertz.com
A t Hertz, we know service excel
lence is built on our employees. Our
growth and expanding services con
stantly provide new opportunities in a
wide range of career choices within
Hertz. Now you can enjoy these oppor
tunities in the dynamic environment
provided by a company that has been
growing and changing over nine
decades, a company that offers the
stature that comes with being the
biggest and the best.

J.l.T. Manufacturing
www.jitmfg.com
Founded in 1994 JIT Manufacturing
is an ISO 9002 registered industry
leader in sophisticated sub-assembly.
Cable, Harness, Custom Molded cable
and Precision Machined part manufac
turing. The firm headquartered in Brea
Ca, W ith manufacturing operations
based in Paso Robles manufactures and
tests electronic cables and motion con
trol systems for the medical, network
ing, and telecommunication industries.

Landscape Development Inc.
http://landscapedevelopment.com
Landscape Development Inc. is land
scape architecture firm that has a mis
sion of providing the highest quality
landscape construction and services to
the commercial real estate market. We
have 550+ employees located in
Valencia, San Diego and Temecula,
California.

Maxim Healthcare Services
www.maximhealthcare.com
Maxim Healthcare Services is one of
North America’s fastest growing home
healthcare and supplemental health
care staffing companies. In our fast
track sales-management training pro
gram, you will recruit and manage i>ur
healthcare employees and place them at
top medical facilities. Y»iu will find
yourself advancing rapidly from a
recruiter to the leadership team of the
branch by cixirdinating marketing and
operational resptmsibilities. We invite
leaders that have a strong desire to pur
sue a rewarding career in sales. Over
150 offices nationwide.

McCormick Selph
ww’w. mc.seIph .com
McCormick Selph, Inc. ("M SD specializes in the design, development,
qualification and prixJuction manufac
ture o f state-of-the-art controlled
explosive pnxlucts for the aerospace
and automotive safety industries.
Founded in 1948 to prtivide the
I'lepartment of Defense with explosive
charges known as ’stjuibs’, texlay, M Sl’s
mixiem ordnance facility boasts over
200,000 square feet under nx>f to sup
port the development and production
of stiphisticated explosive compxinents
and systems

Medtronic AVE
www.medtronic.com
As the world’s leading medical tech
nology company, we provide lifelong
stilutions to people with chronic dis
ease. We also are dedicated to the total
well being of our employees and have
been recognized as a Fortune “ Best 100
Qtmpanies to Work For in America.’’
Work with the kind of people who not
only love what they do but why they do
it.

global environmental management,
engineering, and construction technol
ogy firm. Our origins start in the early
1800’s in the U K and 1940’s in the U.S.
W e are a privately held, employee
owned company with approximately
6,000 employees worldwide. M W H
provides challenging, interesting work
experience to students interested in the
civil/environmental technology field.

Northrop Grumman Marine
Systems
www.northgrum.com
Northrop Grumman Marine Systems
division is a world leader in the devel
opment and production t)f ballistic mis
sile launching and handling systems.
The Sunnyvale, C A operation also sjx;cializes in the development and manu
facturing of large-scale propulsion and
electrical systems for naval surface ships
and submarines.

Northrop Grumman Mission
Systems
www.ms.northropgrumman.com
ESL is a world-class supplier o f signal
processing,
intelligence
analysis,
telecommunications systems, pnxlucts,
technologies and services for national
security, defense, and other public sec
tor customers.

Odenberg Engineering, INC.
www.txlenberg.com/
Odenberg is an international group
with over thirty years experience with
the ftxxl industry. It has operating facil
ities in the USA, Italy, Holland and
Ireland. Through its specialized divi
sions the group [designs. Manufactures
and markets: Electronic Color Sorters,
Integrated Steam Peeling Lines,
Variable
Residence
Time
Freezing/Chilling
Systems.
It’s
Electronic Sorting Group markets a
range of Color Sorting Equipment that
integrates si^phisticated imaging tech
nologies with robust mechanical rejec
tion devices for use on Harvesters, in
Packing Houses and in PriKcssing
Plants.

Pasadena US Army Health Care
Recruiting Team
www.armymedicinc.army.mil/mcdcom/meded
When you join the Army Health
Care Team you become a member of
one of the largest comprehensive health
care systems in the country. You will
practice high tech health care in a vari
ety of settings. Ytiu’ll have a continuing
opportunity for higher education with
in your field as a member of the Army
Health Care Team. Our frequent train
ing programs, seminars and advanced
courses give you a chance not only to
learn, but alsti to help you qualify for
teaching or research positions within
your specialty

Peace Corps
www.peacecorps.gov
Peace Corps Quick Facts :
There are over 7,000 volunteers cur
rently serving in Peace Qirps
Peace Corps works in 72 countries
on 4 continents
Over 165,000 Americans have
served in the Peace Corps
Peace Corps has serving the
Developing world for over 40 years
There are numerous options for grad
uate study in connection with Peace
Corps service
Volunteers receive a deferment, and
sometimes partial forgiveness of student

MWH Americas, Inc
WWW. mwhglobal.c om

M W H Americas, Inc.(M W H ) is a

see DIRECTORY, page 10
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Peace C!orps is the “Toughest Job
You’ll Ever Love"

Psomas
www.psomas.com
P.somas is a leading consulting engi
neering firm serving the western U.S. in
the land development, transportation,
water, information technology and sur
veying markets. Founded in 1946 by
George Psomas, the firm has grown into
a full-service consulting firm with over
400 employees. W e are looking for
entry level civil engineers and surveyors
who are eager to learn and are motivat
ed to excel in an extremely rewarding
environment.

Pulte Homes
http://pulte.com
For more than 50 years, Pulte Homes
has been helping individuals, couples
and families build a better life. Today,
the Company’s operations span more
than 40 markets throughout the United
States, Argentina, Mexico and Puerto
Rico. Building nearly 300,000 homes in
its history, Pulte Homes has been hon
ored as "America’s Best Builder" and
was named Builder of the Year 2002.
Pulte Homes’ commitment to quality is
reflected in the way it builds homes, in
the way it treats its customers and is
evident in the 9,500 employees who
provide customers with exceptional
value. Pulte Homes is seeking energetic,
driven employees for several ptisitions
to help us continue to achieve our
goals.

clients. Encompassing the broad disci
plines of land use and environmental
planning, civil engineering, architec
ture, and construction management.
Quad Knopf currently employs a staff of
over 120 people dispersed throughout
offices losated in Visalia, Fresno,
Bakersfield and Reno. Quad Knopf’s
professional staff is supported by resi
dent technical and administrative per
sonnel who use state-of-the-art equip
ment and technology to assist in deliv
ering first rate projects to our clients.

Robert Mondavi
www.RolsertMondavi.com
Robert Mondavi’s Family of Wines,

is seeking passionate individuals who
are interested in gaining valuable career
experience by working along side our
winemaking and production staff in
harvest and seasonal positions. Our pri
mary goal for Robert Mondavi has
always been to produce outstanding
wines — those ranked among the great

wines of the world. Recognized interna
tionally, Robert Mondavi is known for
promoting innovative research and
experimentation and supporting diverse
cultural programs to educate the public
about the many enjoyable aspects of

see DIRECTORY, page 11

Raytheon Company
www.rayjohs.com/campus
Raytheon Company is a global
leader in defense electronics and com
plex integrated information systems.
W e are focused on defense, government
and commercial electronics and busi
ness aviation and special mission air
craft. TTie company is well positioned
for growth in missile defense, intelli
gence, .surveillance and reconnais
sance; precision strike; homeland secu
rity and technical services. Raytheon is
also positioning its technologies to
meet evolving high-growth commercial
markets.

Reliance Standard Life Insurance
www.rsli.com
Reliance Standard Life Insurance
Company (R SL) has provided a full
.spectrum of high quality group insur
ance products to employers for more
than 90 years. Headquartered in
Philadelphia, RSL has more than 25
regional sales offices nationwide. RSL
is one of the top 10 life and disability
insurers in the country’ with and con
tinues to increase their marketshare.
With the aid of highly energetic .sales
reps, RSL anticipates doubling their
revenue within the next 5 to 7 years.

Quad Knopf, Inc.

River Ranch Fresh Foods, LLC

www.quadknopf.com
Quad Knopf, Inc. was established in
1972, and specializes in the provision of
services to local government agencies
and to a select group of private sector

www.riverranchfreshfixxls.com
River Ranch Fresh Fcxxls, LLC, is
one of the leading value added salad
and vegetable pnxressors in the United
States. River Ranch operates in

C& D

Salinas, C A March through November
each year and in El Centro during the
winter months. Our most visible brynd
IS the Popeye packaged salad sold
nationwide with several retailers.
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Come By And Visit Our Booth!
. Thursday, May 15 th
Chumash Auditorium, University Union
We currently have Winemaking, Production and Laboratory opportunities
available at our various locations.

• Master & Sr. Winery Workers

• Cellar Workers .

Winery Workers

• Lab Samplers

Viticultura! Data Collectors

• Lab Technicians

Interested candidates who are unable to stop by our booth, please send
your resume, preferably by email, to: careers@RobertMondavi.com, or fax
resume to: (707)265-5678. For more information, please visit our website:
www.RobertMondavi.com. FOE

A€ftOSPRC€

Project Engineer
Manufacturing Engineer
Industrial Engineer

E m p lo y m e n t O p p o r t u n it ie s ...
C & D A e ro s p a c e will be on the C al Poly
campus for the Sp rin gb o a rd Jo b Fair.
Thursday, May 1 5 , 2003
Since 1 9 7 2 , C & D Aerospace has been serving major airline manufacturers around the world by providing
exceptional interior components and systems for almost every commercial aircraft. What was founded has
since become the world’s largest supplier o f interior components to the airframe manufacturers. C & D
continues to grow and now encompasses a multitude o f worldwide divisions and affiliates. C & D is a
company with global capabilities, yet has the distinct temperament o f a privately owned and very personable
organization. An organization where names, faces and relationships stjll matter most and where they will
remain paramount as we continue to grow. We have several F/T direct positions in Santa Maria, California
and Southern California for the above positions. If you would like to work for a progressive company with
excellent benefits, please stop by with your resume on the one-day we will be on site or...
P le as e send y ou r r e s u m e to:
2641 A i r p a r k Dr.
S a n t a M a ri a , C A 9 34 54
A T T N : Human R esources Manager
-

O r fax to ( 8 0 5 ) 6 J 4 - 1 4 6 0
O r E-mail to: r e s u m e s @ c d a e r o - s m . c o m
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Rogue Ales
www.rogue.com
Defy gravity is what we live by at
Rogue. We are the 50th largest brewery
in America with distribution in 48
states and 3 international countries. We
do everything different than everybody
else in the beer business and are proud
of it. We are looking to hire aggressive
sales people willing to learn with us .and
grow with us. Our brewery is located on
the central coast of Oregon, along with
four pubs located in Portland Oregon,
Newport
Oregon,
and
Issaquah
Washington. The sales positions we are
trying to fill will cover multiple states,
managing accounts and multiple dis
tributors.

San Diego County Air Pollution
Control District
www.sdapcd.co.san-diego.ca.us/
San Diego County, A ir Pollution
Control District regulates sources of air
pollution within San Diego County. Its
missitm is to protect the public from the
harmful effects of air pollution, and
achieve and maintain air quality stan
dards. The District is presently Itxiking
for engineers to assist with its noble
mission.
District Engineers issue air quality
permits to ensure industrial equipment
meet emission standards. They also
develop air quality rules, prepare sta
tionary source emission inventories,
implement air toxic emissions control
programs and evaluate special projects.

Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.
www.scbt.com
Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. is
fiKused on the ongoing development of

research antibodies. It is our goal to
continue to offer the broadest range of
research reagents in the field. We pro
vide superior, innovative primary anti
bodies and support products. Santa
Cruz Biotechnology has the highest
commitment to quality and customer

Scantron Corporation
www.scantron.com
You have known us as the Number 2
pencil company, but Scantron is more
than that. For three decades, Scantron
has led the industry in data collection
and assessment systems primarily in
education. Today, although the compa
ny is recognized globally for testing and
technology, it also provides business,
healthcare and government agencies
with specialized tools, advanced imag
ing solutions and systems maintenance

Sherwin-Williams Company
www.sherwin-williams.com
Sherwin-Williams has a formal
Management Training Program in our
wholesale branch stores. You begin
wt)rk for eight weeks in a training store,
where you learn the basics of our busi
ness using modular training courses to
become job certified. Once certified,
you will spend one week in class at our
Dallas Training Center. If you thrive on
diverse business resptinsibilities, and
enjoy a hands-on environment, this
pHisition may he right for you. Learn
more at: www.sherwin-williams.com.

Southern California Edison
www.sce.com/jobs
Southern California Edistin is one of
the nation’s largest investor-owned, reg
ulated electric utilities, and the largest
subsidiary of Edison International. Our
heritage at SE is based on reliability,
and our history is defined by a proud
tradition of service performed by gener
ations of diverse, dedicated and inspired

B u ild in g
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have been lcx)king for.

Southern Wines & Spirits

TaylorMade-adidas Golf

www.southernwineca.com
The nation’s largest wholesale dis
tributor of wine and spirits is l(H)king for
top-notch, hard-working pn>fessionals
to
become
Chain
Sales
Representatives. The Chain Sales Rep
manages a territory o f 14 to 22
accounts. By providing continuing and
conscientious service for each account,
appropriate sales volume will be
achieved.
Selling
responsibilities
include introducing new products, pro
moting improved distribution, and
ensuring in-store promotions results.

www.taylormadegolf.com
TaylorMade G olf has led the golf
industry’s technological evolution since
being founded in 1979. In 1998 the
company joined with adidas Golf,
becoming a wholly owned subsidiary of
adidas-Salomon AG .

SRI International
http://sri.com
SRI International has been the pre
mier independent research organization
in Silicon Valley for more than 50
years, and has spun off 20 trend-.setting
companies in the past few years with
more to come. That’s why we’re called
the soul of Silicon Valley. (The
Internet? We invented it tot)!) We
offer a congenial work atmosphere,
competitive salaries and benefits
including a royalty and equity sharing
program, tuition reimbursement and
company-matched 403(b).

Teter Consultants, LLP
www.tetercon.com
Teter Consultants is one o f the
largest Architectural and Engineering
organizations in the central San
Joaquin Valley. Established in 1979,
Teter Consultants has been serving
lx)th public and private clients, render
ing quality, professional services and
expertise in architecture, interior plan
ning, programming and project admin
istration in addition to structural, civil,
electrical and mechanical engineering.

The Tribune (Knight Ridder)
http://sanluisobispo.com
Knight Ridder is the nation’s secondlargest newspaper publisher, with prod
ucts in print and online. The company
publishes 31 daily newspapers in 28
U.S. markets, with a readership of 8.3
million daily and 12.1 million Sunday.
Knight Ridder also has investments in a
variety of Internet and technology com
panies and two newsprint companies.

Stanley Motors

Ultrex Business Solutions

www.stanleymotors.com
Stanley Motors is currently the
largest volume Chrysler and Dodge
dealer in San Luis Ohispo County. We
are in the process of building a new
state of the art multi-million dollar sales
and service facility located in San Luis
Obispo. We have one of the best man
agement teams in the county to assist
you, all of which are Cal Poly graduates.
Our company has medical, dental,
40IK, and profit sharing. If you are
interested in earning a minimum of
$60,000 per year, wt>rking a 40 hour
work week, and staying in San Luis
Obispo then this is the oppt)rtunity you

www.ultrex.net
Founded in 1997, Ultrex has rapidly
grown from a ItKal firm to a company
that now has offices stretching from
Santa Maria to Albany, Oregon.
Throughout the years, we have been
involved in the tremendous growth of
the analog copier industry. New tech
nology is dramatically changing the way
documents are managed today. We
have emerged as industry cutting-edge
leaders under the continuing premise
that business grows through quality .ser
vice. We offer complete office solu
tions; from copying and printing, to fax
ing scanning and digital document

management. Ultrex is searching for
outgoing and hardworking sales asstKiate prospects to help us continue our
growth.

Union General Insurance Services
www.uniongeneralinsurance.com
For over 20 years Union General has
been offering outstanding insurance
products and programs through stable,
competitive markets. W e cover the
spectrum from preferred and standard
risks to specialty surplus lines place
ments. We are committed to supporting
our customers marketing efforts with
fast, fair, friendly, and efficient service.
We are looking for motivated, hard
working students that will help propel
Union General to become the most
well respected wholesale brokerage in
the state.

UPS
www.ups.com
Founded in 1907 as a messenger
company in the United States, UPS has
grown into a $30 billion corporation by
clearly focusing on the goal of enabling
commerce around the globe. Today
UPS, or United Parcel Service Inc., is a
global company with one of the most
recognized and admired brands in the
world. We have become the world’s
largest package delivery company and a
leading global provider of specialized
transportation and logistics ser\'ices.

Walgreens
www.walgreens.com/careers
Walgreens, the nation’s premier
retail drugstore, has opportunities
nationwide. W ith over 4000 stores
across the nation and plans to open
over 450 stores per year, we’re creating
opportunities for talented, ambitious
individuals to be ready to contribute to
our future success. W e invite you to
look into the opportunities that the
retail drug industry leader has to offer.

Wells Fargo Financial
wellsfargofinancial.com

see DIRECTORY page 13

C a r e e r s

You may already have been in a building wc designed. Maybe it was your high school or the hospital
where you were born. People use our buildings for different things: learning, healing, living, parking,
wtirking and playing. What links them together is our belief that inspired architecture brings vigor and
c|ualit\ to jU'ople and their communities. I f you were part o f our firm, yoti'd know that we ask a lot ol
(.|uestions. listen intently and care deeply about the work. Yoti'd see that we believe in design that neither
mimics history nor embraces tibicpiitous culture; we hew toward work that is rooted in the present and
we try to anticipate the potential futures o f a building - and the people it will serve - over time. T o learn
more, contact, Ale.xis Allen at 415.433.0120 or visit our W eb site.
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C h o n g & Partners
T E C T U R E

130 Sutter Street, San Francisco CA 94104
Tel (415) 433.0120 Fax (415) 433.4368
1201J Street, Sacramento CA 95814
Tel (916) 442.3230 Fax (916) 442-3249
www.ghcp.com
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Chumash Auditorium
Opén Forum: 9:30 am to 1pm, Interviews: 1:30pm to 5pm

hursday. May 15th

Friday, May 16th - CAEO

AMERICAN COOLiNG, INC.
APPLIED BIOSYSTEMS
BROCADE COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
C&D AEROSPACE-LA PALMA
C&D AEROSPACE-SANTA MARIA
CALIFORNIA STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
CALSENSE
CARRIER • SO. CAL. AIR CONDITIONING DISTRIBUTORS
CHEMRON CORPORATION
CINTAS CORPORATION
CLASSIC PARTY RENTALS
CROSBY MEAD BENTON &ASSOCIATES
DEL MONTE FOODS
DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DISABILITY AND ADULT PROGRAMS
ENTERPRISE RENTACAR
FAMILY CARE NETWORK, INC. (THE)
FASTENAL
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FRITO-LAY OPERATIONS
GENERAL ATOMICS AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS
HERTZ LOCAL EDITION
J.l.T. MANUFACTURING
LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT INC.
MAXIM HEALTHCARE SERVICES
MCCORMICK SELPH
MEDTRONIC AVE
MWH AMERICAS, INC
NORTHROP GRUMMAN MARINE SYSTEMS
NORTHROP GRUMMAN MISSION SYSTEMS
ODENBERG ENGINEERING, INC.
PASADENA US ARMY HEALTH CARE RECRUITING TEAM
PEACE CORPS
PSOMAS
PULTE HOMES
QUAD KNOPF, INC.
RAYTHEON COMPANY
RELIANCE STANDARD LIFE INSURANCE
RIVER RANCH FRESH FOODS, LLC
ROBERT MONDAVI
ROGUE ALES
SAN DIEGO COUNTY AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DIST.
SANTA CRUZ BIOTECHNOLOGY, INC.
SCANTRON CORPORATION
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON
SOUTHERN WINE AND SPIRITS
SRI INTERNATIONAL
STANLEY MOTORS
TARGET STORES
TAYLORMADE-ADIDAS GOLF
TETER CONSULTANTS, LLP
THE TRIBUNE (KNIGHT RIDDER)
ULTREX BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
UNION GENERAL INSURANCE SERVICES
do
UPS
U.S. NAVY
VALLEY CREST LANDSCAPE
WALGREENS
f
WELLS FARGO FINANCIAL

Check our website
for bulletin with
f
job descriptions!

AEDIS.INC.
ANDERSON BRULÉ ARCHITECTS
BAHR ARCHITECTS, INC.
BEALS ALLIANCE, INC.
BORGES ARCHITECTURAL GROUP, INC.
BOULDER ASSOCIATES
BSAARCHfTECTS
^
CALPO HOM & DONG ARCHITECTS
CALSENSE
COFVIStONEERINGINC.
CEARNAL ARCHITECTS, INC.
COLLABORATIVE WEST, INC. (THE)
DAHLIN GROUP ARCHITECTURE PLANNING
DESIGN PARTNERSHIP (THE)
RELO PAOLI ARCHITECTS
G A S K ia CUSTOM HOMES
GIFFIN A CRANE GENERAL CONTRACTORS, INC.
GORDON H CHONG & PARTNERS
H6A
HKS ARCHITECTS, INC.
H U GROUP UNDSCAPE ARCHITECTS & PUNNERS, INC (THE)
HOK
IMA DESIGN GROUP
KTGY GROUP • ARCHITECTURE/PUNNING
KTU<»>ALANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE PUNNING
U N D SCAPE DEVELOPMENT INC.
UNDSYSTEMS LANDSCAPE
LIGHTFOOT PUNNING GROUP (THE)
LPA, INC.
MACKAY & SOMPS CIVIL ENGINEERS, INC.
NUVIS
PACKOWSKIHEINRITZ ASSOCIATES
PEACE CORPS
PERKOWrrZ ♦ RUTH ARCHITECTS
PULTE HOMES
RRM DESIGN GROUP
RTKL
STAFFORD KING WIESE ARCHITECTS
STRAUSS DESIGN GROUP (SDG ARCHITECTS, INC.)
SUMMERS MURPHY AND PARTNERS, MC.
TAYLOR GROUP ARCHITECTS (THE)
TETER CONSULTANTS. LLP
TLCD ARCHITECTURE
VALLEY CREST LANDSCAPE
VANIR CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, INC.
WENELL MAHHEIS BOWEINQ.
WILLIAMS * PADDON ARCHITECTS * PUNNERS, INC.
WIMBERLY ALLISON TONG & GOO
WISS, JANNEY, ELSTNER ASSOCIATES, INC.
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Wells Fargo Financial is a subsidiary
company of the Fortune 100 Wells
Fargo &. Company, with over 12,000
team members. We specialize in comsumer finance.

Aedis, Inc.
www.aedisgroup.com
AEDIS Architecture &. Planning is
focused meeting our clients needs and
designing environments that are most
conducive to teaching & learning. We
are IcKated in San Jose, C A with a staff
of 45. In Sept. 2000 two of Silicon
Valley’s oldest Architectural firms
(PJHM Architects &. A W G ) merged to
become AEDIS. In the past 5 decades
we have completed over 1,500 major
educational facility projects throughout
the West; and over two million young
people have passed through our class
rooms.

Anderson Brulé Architects
www.aba-arch.com
A B A is a growing 30-person archi
tecture, planning and interior design
firm, located in downtown San Jose,
Ca, with a very diverse practice, which
integrates high quality design with
client needs.

Bahr Architects, Inc
www.bahrarchitects.com
Bahr Architects, Inc. is looking for
giHxl people. The firm is lœking for
flexible, personable and motivated can
didates. You will learn how to be a well
rounded, practicing architect o f the
21st century.

beals alliance, ine.
www.thebealsgroup.com
beals sport: We bring vision to the
design o f responsive sports facilities.
The collaborative approach brings
together a group of professionals that
share the common goal of meeting the
athletic and sports needs and desires of
this diverse scKiety. Sports complexes
require insight to the appropriate
prtKess tcT consider the multiple users,
diverse goals, and objectives.
the beals group: Since 1978, the pro
fessional staff of the beals group has pro
vided the benefit of their knowledge
and experience to more than 50 munic
ipal agencies. That experience involves
public landscape architecture, planning
and design, urban design, as well as

civic and municipal facilities develop
ment.

Boulder Associates
www.boulderassociates.com
Boulder Associates provides compre
hensive planning, architecture, interior
design, and construction administration
services to clients in the healthcare and
senior living industries. Founded in
1983, the firm is nationally recognized
for developing innovative, cost-effec
tive, and creative solutions to complex
facility design challenges.

BSA Architects
www.bsaarchitects.com
BSA Architects is a San Francisco
based design firm with a portfolio repre
senting 35 years planning and architec
ture. BSA has won over 70 major
design awards including “Firm of the
Year” by the American Institute of
Architect’s
California
Council.
Medium sized, focused, and dedicated
to the highest level of personalized
client service, BSA has built its plan
ning, programming, and architectural
skills within two areas of specialized
expertise; community facilities and the
creation o f Lodging, Resort and
Recreation facilities.

Calpo Horn & Dong Architects
www.chdarchitects.com
Calpo Horn & Dong Architects
(C H & iD ) is a Sacramento based
Architectural, Interior and Planning
firm. C H & D was recently recognized by
the Sacramento Business journal as one
of Sacramento’s fastest growing archi
tectural firms. The firm was founded in
1984. C H & D corporate office is located
at 2150 Capitol Avenue, Suite 200 in
Sacramento’s Central Business District
with satellite offices is Monterey and
Los Angeles. CH&.D ptirtfolio included
Schools,
Public
and
Private
Development
for
Government
Agencies, Commercial Offices, Medical
Offices,
Community
Buildings,
Colleges, Retail Building, Multi-Use
Facilities,
Industrial
Projects,
Renovations and Adaptive Reuse.

digms, principles and strategies to the
mission of "helping build churches that
build people."

Cearnal Architects, Inc.
www.cearnal.com
Our Mission: To Create Enduring
Architecture
with Integrity and
Delight. Cearnal Architects, a 14 per
son firm, has been committed to pro
viding quality architectural and interior
design services for 20 years. From hous
ing to hospitals, frtim office space to
park space, from small and simple to
large and extravagant, we’re proud to
have a wide variety of work. In addition
to great work, we also have a good time.
People look forward to Cearnal’s annu
al Fiesta party in August, our Christmas
parties are always crazy and there’s
office massage once a month; we work
hard and we deserve it
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together closely with our healthcare,
justice, and educational clients. W e are
seeking innovative, creative individuals
with a desire to grow with us. Past expe
rience is a plus, but not necessary.

Field Paoli Architects
www.fieldpaoli.com
Field Paoli maintains a unique pro
file: a mid-sized architectural office that
provides full services for a diverse range
of large and small projects. W e have
become known for architecture and
urban design with a mix of commercial,
library, and community uses. Design
emphases include regional and environ
mental influences as well as client and
community vision. We are a design
office comprised of problem solvers; we
collaborate with our clients and com
munities to produce original, innova
tive solutions.

Gaskill Custom Homes
Collaborative West, Inc. (The)
WWW. thecollaborat ive west .com
The Collaborative West is dedicated
to providing state-of-the-art profession
al services for landscape architecture,
environmental design, planning and
urban design. W e are focused on a
priKess which integrates experts from
different disciplines to achieve the
highest quality design solutions for our
clients. A philosophy of incorporating
innovative design with superior service
has enabled us to achieve results that
meet our clients’ goals and objectives
within their budgetary parameters.

Dahlin Group Architecture Planning
www.dahlingroup.com
Dahlin Group, Inc. is dedicated to
the enhancement of community and
the built environment through cre
ative, quality, and appropriate design.
Founded over 2 decades ago by Doug
Dahlin, A lA , it is lead by a manage
ment team of nine principals and over
80 professionals, that includes archi
tects, planner, designers, illustrators and
administrators. Dahlin Group is seeking
B. Arch graduates for full-time employ
ment.

www.gaskillcustomhomes.com
Located in Bakersfield, Gaskill
Custom Homes is one of the premier
custom home builders in this area.
Gaskill Custom Homes was founded in
1994 by Phillip L. Gaskill, President.
Phil has been in the building industry
since 1972. He has a Bachelor’s Degree
in Agricultural Engineering and a
Master’s in Construction Management.
His business philosophy is "Custom
homes need not be expensive, but
require a balanced design with quality
workmanship to pnxiuce a pnxJuct with
the greatest opportunity for increased
value on resale."

Giffin & Crane General Contractors,
Inc.
www.giffinandcrane.com
Giffin &. Crane was founded in June
1986 by Bruce Giffin and G eoff Crane.
Since that time, the partnership has
grown into a company with 45 employ
ees while building several luxury homes
and high-end remixleling projects year
after year. What has made this happen
is our belief alxiut values, structure and
priKess. As builders and remixlelers, we
strive to bring to each of our projects an
overall sense of quality and longevity.

Gordon H Chong & Partners
COF Visioneering Inc.

Design Partnership (The)

www.cdfonline.com/visioneering/
CDF Visioneering Inc., a master
planning and design studio specializing
in Christian church and para-church
campus development across the country
(including schools, mixed-use, camps),
was founded in order to bring worldclass placemaking and design para

www.dpsf.com
The Design Partnership is an estab
lished San Francisco architecture firm
providing over 20 years of award win
ning design. We envision ourselves as
an innovative design firm that gener
ates creative solutions for all o f our pro
jects. We accomplish this by working

www.ghcp.com
Gordon H. Chong & Partners is a
leading architectural and design firm.
Founded in 1976, Gordon H Chong &
Partners provides programming, plan
ning, architecture and interior design,
as well as a range of suppH>rt services
from due diligence to construction
administration. One of the fastest grow
ing architecture firms in the United
States, we have offices in San Francusco
and Sacramento, California

HGA

SANTA CRUZ BIOTECHNOLOGY, INC
Now Hiring Professionals
to Join Our Team at our
New Paso Robles Facility!

www.hga.com
H G A is a full service architecture,
engineering and planning firm with
offices in Sacramento, Law Angeles,San
Francisco,MinneafK»lis, Rochester &
Milwaukee. Our team of award-win
ning specialists is nationally recog
nized, working rhroughtiut the country
to design facilities that meet a diverse
range
of
unique
requirements.
Responding to the needs of this diverse
clientele with personalized, one-to-one
service, our project-leading principals
develop and maintain relationships
that ensure a highly collaborative
process.

HKS Architects, Inc.

Visit us online at;

We are n ow a ccep tin g a p p lica tio n s fo r:

WWW.\scbt.com

Jkk

Shipping Coordinators

Jk

Inventory Specialists

Jk

Customer Service Representatives

Jk

Lab Assistants

Mk.

Research Associates

SAHTACRUZ
/

\
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The Power to Question

P lease f a x resum e f o r Paso R obles fa c ility to)
(S 3 1 ) 4 5 7 -3 8 0 1

w'ww.hksinc.com
HKS Architects, Inc. is one of the
largest architectural and engineering
firms in the nation with over 500
employees in various states. Its
California office, established in 1987
and IcKated in Beverly Hills, provides a
broad range of professional services
including programming, master plan
ning, space planning, interior design,
architectural design, construction dtKuments and construction administra
tion.
We are kxiking for qualified candi
dates to join HKS as a competitive,
international leader providing resp<.msive design services for our Clients
while being committed to excellence
and .sound busine.ss principles.

HLA Group Landscape Architects &
Planners, Inc (The)
www.hlagroup.com
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The H L A
Group located in
Sacramento, with projects throughout
California and the West, is looking for
graphically talented and technically
proficient graduates to become valued
team members. Founded 22 years ago,
The H L A Group is committed to envi
ronmentally sound design with a focus
on community based design and land
scape based planning. Focus areas
include: urban design, park & recre
ational planning, community design,
and environmental planning and
design. With over 40 employees in one
studio setting,

HOK
www.hok.com
Founded in 1955 in St. Louis, we
hold onto our Mission--HOK delivers
quality design products and intelligent
services that enable our clients to
achieve their goals and enrich their
lives. Our book. The Hok Guidebook
To Sustainable Design is one of many
ways we utilize our resources to enrich
the lives of our clients and communi
ties.
HOK is interested in top talent. We
invite you to submit your resume online
at www.hok.com careers.

IMA DESIGN GROUP
www.imadesign.com/
ima+design is a mixlerate size land
scape architectural firm. “ Ima” in
Japanese literally translated means
“ now” . Philosophically, however, it
stands for “between the past and the
future” , ima+design is nine years old
with its roots in POD, Inc. The
ima+design philosophy has evolved
from our former firm POD (Process
Oriented Design) where process (total
collaboration) was emphasized as being
key to the success and spirit of any
design solution.

KTU+A Landscape
Architecture + Planning
www.ktua.com
The creativity, dedication and loyal
ty of our clients and staff are the cor
nerstones of K T U + A ’s thirty-two years
o f success. As the largest landscape
architecture and planning firm in San
Diego County, K T U + A continues to
seek out projects that strike a balance
between the preservation of natural
resources and appropriate levels of
development. K T U + A ’s San Diego
office is located in the former Farmer
Brothers Coffee Warehouse in the
Uptown community. Built in 1946, the
building has been rehabilitated to
reflect the original Art Modem charac
ter.

Landsystems Landscape
www.lsls.net
Landsystems is a multi-disciplinary
landscape design and install companyspecializing in creating and building
high-end residential gardens on the San
Francisco Peninsula. We employ over
50 people, many whom have attended
Cal Poly. We value enthusiasm and the
willingness to learn.

Lightfoot Planning Group (The)
www.lightfixitpg.com
The Lightf(xit Planning Group is a
land use planning and landscape archi
tecture firm based in Oceanside, C A.
W e have been providing services to
public and private sector clients for
over 25 years. We work for developers
of housing subdivisions, multifamily
housing and commercial projects.
Public sector work includes numerous
public schixils, urban street enhance
ments and public parks. Our staff con
sists of graduates from Cal Poly SLO,
Pomona and U C Davis.

LPA, Inc.
www.lpainc.com
LPA, Inc. is one of the largest archi
tectural, planning, landscape, and inte
rior design firms in California. Founded
in 1965, LPA has a long history of
architectural design and project man
agement experience. LPA provides a
full scope of architectural, planning,

see D IR Ea O R Y ,p ag e1 4
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landscape architecture, and interior
design services frtim early program
development to final design documents
through completion of construction
administration. Creating places and
spaces that enrich the lives of those
who use them.

MacKay & Somps Civil Engineers,
Inc.
www.msce.com
MacKay &. Somps is a civil engineer
ing, Land planning and land surveying
firm specializing in land planning and
urban design for large residential master
planned communities in the rapidly
growing Placer County region in
Northern California. M<SiS offers excel
lent salary and benefits, and great
career opportunities for graduates.

Nuvis
N U V IS is interested in individuals
who are just as comfortable with con
ceptual design as preparing complete
construction document packages by
hand or with A u toC A D
2002.
Important qualities include career-ori
ented, positive attitude, enthusiastic,
giHxl personality, and a conscientious
work ethic. Bringing people and their
environments closer together-naturally
is the ideology that is launching our 4th
decade in business. N U V IS influences
design for residential community living,
public spaces, natural experiences,
image infrastructure, urban sustainabili
ty, and transportation corridors. Our
ream goal is to create inspired outdtmr
riHims that exhibit a sense of place,
opportunity for interaction, and dra
matic results fn>m texture, form, color,
and pattern.

bring our clients’ visions to a built pro
ject. If good design, good clients and
great projects motivate you, come to
work for one of the most respected and
innovative design firms in California.

RTKL
www.rtkl.com
Founded in 1946, RTKL is a full-ser
vice firm, with disciplines of architec
ture, engineering, landscape architec
ture, and environmental graphic
design, practicing in various market
sectors including residential, office,
retail/entertainment, hotel, medical,
mixed-use, government, branding and
identity.

firm
in
Roseville,
California.
Established in 1981, we are one of the
three largest firms in the region. Project
specialties include coiporate, institu
tional, recreational and educational
clients. Our staff includes Architects,
LEED^*^ Accredited Professionals, inte
rior designers, and planners. We are
dedicated to maintaining a high-energ>’,
creative work environment that pro
motes success. From our staff, vision is
required. Ability is fundamental. Drive
is essential. Talent is a given. Success in
client relations is an absolute. And,
compatibility is the catalyst.
Typical
Majors
Recruited:
Architecture, BA, Architecture, MS

Stafford King Wiese ARCHITECTS

Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc.
www.wje.com
WJE is an interdisciplinary consult
ing firm of architects, engineers, and
materials scientists who provide a wide
range of services including facade
investigations, water leakage testing,
historic preservation, materials analy
sis, and seismic evaluations. Since
1956, WJE has served thousands of
clients, from individuals to large corpo
rations and government agencies.

Williams -I- Paddon Architects +
Planners, Inc.
www.williamspluspaddon.com
Williams + Paddon is an innovative

www.skwaia.com
Stafford King Wiese A R C H ITE C TS
is an established, full-service architec
tural firm in Sacramento C A since

1945. Extensive medical, commercial,
civic, educational and religious type
experience exists within the firm. Our
studio team organization managed by
Senior Project Architects means that
planning thru project closeout is com
pleted by the team. Technology:
Pentium computers, high-res. monitors,
large format plotters & laser printers.
Software includes Microsoft Office
Suite,
Corel
Draw,
PhotoShop,
PageMaker, 3D Studio, AutoC AD and
Revit. E-mail &. web server is on site, w/
full time network administrator.

Wimberly Allison Tong & Goo
www.watg.com
Today W A TG is the world’s number
one hospitality design and consulting
firm, having created more i)f the world’s
best hotels, resorts and spas than any
other firm on the planet.

The Family Care Network, Inc., is a
nonprofit therapeutic social services agency

Strauss Design Group (SDG
Architects, Inc.)
ww'w.straussdesign.com
SDG Architects, Inc. is a full service
Architecture &. Planning firm located
in Brentwood, (Northern California).
Established in 1993 by architect Ralph
D.Strauss, the firm’s objectives are to
fulfill the needs of our clients with
effective, creative, and state-of-the-art
Architectural and Planning services
and to do so with the highest quality
and greatest efficiency in the industry.
W e are hiring graduates with degrees in
Architecture to join our team of expe
rienced Architects, Designers and
I'lraftsmen.

Packowski Heinritz Associates
www.pha-arch.com
Packowski
Heinritz
Associates
(P H A ) is a young ambitious company
in Sacramento. Our firm currently con
sists ot IS employees and works on a
diverse pallet of projects including high
end custom homes, attached multi-unit
residential, master planned communi
ties, specialty retail and light commer
cial. As a smaller firm, we promote the
hands on approach and encourage
involvement in all aspects of the pro
ject process. We are Uxiking to hire
motivated architecture graduates with
Autocad, graphics and design skills.

Wenell Mattheis Bowe is a diversi
fied firm providing architecture, interi
or design and planning services to pub
lic, institutional and commercial clients
in Northern California. For the past 32
years, W M B ’s experience focuses on
governmental agency projects, institu
tional facilities, commercial, retail, pro
fessional office buildings and church
facilities. Wenell Mattheis Bowe main
tains a staff of 10-13 persons. Each pro
ject is lead by a principal architect and
a staff team selected to see the project
through from programming and design
through completion o f construction.
We are seeking individuals interested in
a dynamic, varied and educational
experience to join our team.

Mustang Daily

here in San Luis Obispo working with at risk

Qounseloi
■
>'

children and families throughout SLO
County. It is our mission to make a

-,

difference. If you are interested in making a
difference in the lives of children and

vwvw.1cni.prg

families in our community, please come and
see us at the Spring Board Job Fair.

As an In-home Support Counselor you will

Summers Murphy and Partners, Inc.

Majors in:

be a part of a multi-discipline team serving

http://smpinc.net
Summers Murphy &
Partners
Inc.,Ux:ated in Dana Point, California
has 30 plus years of providing award
winning Landscajx* Architectural ser
vices for public ami private clients. A
mi>derate sized firm of approximately
20 members, SMP prides itself for pro
moting a well rounded experience in all
aspects of the landscape architectural
industr\’.SMP has akso been a consistant proud participant in summer
internships for landscape architectural
students.

• Psychology

children and families to provide individual

• Child Development

behavioral interventions, life skills, and

• Social Science

family support designed to reinforce

Come see us at the Cal Poly

appropriate behavior in children and

Spring Job Fair on May 15

strengthen the family.

4251 S. Higuera Street, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 | 805-781-3535 | jobs(gfcni.org

w

Perkowitz -f Ruth Architects
www.prarchitects.com
Established in 1979, Perkowitz+Ruth
Architects is one of the nation’s leading
architectural and planning firms spe
cializing in commercial retail design.
I\ ‘signated lead architect for many
national and regional retailers, P+R’s
projects range from single-tenant retail
ers, community shopping centers,
regional mixed-use projects, to enter
tainment-oriented destination retail
centers and hospitality projects.

Ralph J. Alexander & Associates
www.rja-a.com
Ralph J. Alexander & Associates is a
small/medium firm established in
Northern California for more than 30
years, serving both public and private
clients in a broad range of types, sizes
and scales of projects. The firm provides
a full range of services in Landscape
Architecture, Land Planning and
Urban Design, and provides planning
and design services for Dtiwntown,
Environmental, Wetland, Waterfront,
Recreation, Community, and Historic
Restoration projects. Projects range in
size from custom residences through
entire communities and environmental
regions.

RRM Design Group
www.rrmdesign.com
RRM Design Group is a multi-disci
plined design firm iT more than 130
imitessionals in four offices throughout
(California. Headquartered in San Luis
Obispo since 1974, our recognized
expertise has allowed us to serve loca
tions throughmit California and
beyond. RRM Design Group combines
design talent and technical expcrti.se to

Taylor Group Architects (The)
www.ttgarchitcts.com
It takes more than great design to
make great architecture it takes vision.
Since 1984, The Taylor Group has
drawn on the resources t>f a talented
staff at the top of their profession to
provide that vision. Expert in all methixJs of construction - The Taylor Group
is on the leading edge of texlay’s trends
in architecture. With years of experi
ence in the disciplines of planning,
architecture, facility planning and pn>ject management. The Taylor Group
has the talent, expertise, and vision to
see even the most complex of projects
through to the end.

TLCD Architecture
www.tlcd.com
TLC D Architecture is a firm of 50
persons located in Santa Rosa,
California and 17 persons ItKated in
Fairfield, California. A n hour north of
San Francisco in the Sonoma Qiunty
wine country we have easy access to the
Bay Area, while being out of the main
cnish of the San Francisco commute.
We have been in business for 37 years
and continue to grow and innovate as
one of the leading architectural firms in
the region. Our wtirk is varied with
most of the emphasis on educational
(K-12 and Cxillegiate) and Healthcare
projects. We are Uxiking for oustanding
graduates who are Uxiking for intern
architect positions on track to becom
ing licensed professionals.

Wenell Mattheis Bowe Inc.
W W W . wmbarc h itec ts.com

Stop bv and see us a t the Job Fair - M ay 15.2003.
Advanced Solutions in Engineering,
Architecture, Planning and Biology.

Quad Knopf
5110 West Cypress Avenue
Visalia California 93277
(559) 733-0440

Come join one of the
Central Valley's fastest
growing companies!

WWW. quadknopf. c o m

Services provided by Quad Knopf include the following:
Civil Engineering

Environmental
Planning

Environmental
Engineering

Architecture

Land Use Planning

Surveying and GIS/GPS

We are currently seeking graduating engineering students that exhibit a good
work ethic, integrity, dependibility, professionalism, and a willingness to learn.
Quad Knopf provides its employees with state of the art technology, a positive
growth environment, and a competitive compensation and benefits package.
Quad Knopf has offices located in V isalia, Fresno, Bakersfield, R oseville and Reno, Nevada
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PROFESSIONAL SALES
CONSULTANT
At Stanley Motors, soon to be Cole Chrysler — Dodge, w e've established a 52'yeau" reputation o f
honesty, integrity, and outstanding customer service... before and after the sale. W ith the hottest
products on the market and as the faistest growing dealership in our county, w e're adding sales
professionads consultants to help expand our mairket penetration. W e are just beginning construction
on our state o f the art, multi million dollar sales and service facility. This facility will make us the
largest Chrysler Dodge dealership between Thousand Oaks and San Jose.
By joining our team you will experience a tw o-w eek initial orientation class with continued ongoing
training. O u r management team is one o f the best in the county, and w e are all Cal Polv Graduates
that are here to help you succeed. T h e re is a superior sales support team that may include a full or
part time personal secretary, full or part time personal lot assistant and a new vehicle demonstrator
allowance once you reach elite status in sales.

>tbM >

There are easier jobs than the ones at
Enterprise. I've done them. But here I see
the whole picture, not the inside of a cubicle.
I deal with clients, grow my business, hire
people I like being around. And when the
balance sheet says we're #1 in operating
profits...nothing's better.

W e are looking for professionals in sales that w ant to stay in San Luis Obispo and earn a great living.
W e offer a tremendous pay plan, 40 hour w ork week, 401 K/profit sharing plan, medical, dental and
vision. If you are interested in earning upwards o f $ 6 0,0 00 a year aind being in business for yourself,
then this is the opportunity o f a lifetime!

Enterprise is about challenge, pace, solving
problems. I'm fast-tracking in a $ 6 .5 billion
company with 5 0 ,0 0 0 people. Yet it's also
a tight-knit culture, where energetic people
have a lot of fun taking ownership of their
careers. And I really enjoy that.

J3

E n t e r p r is e

'vt.

e n te rp rise .c o m / c a re e rs
Enterprising applicants, please apply online
at www.enterprise.com. Or contact,
Leticia Galindo, Recruiting Supervisor,
EOE/MFVD
at leticia.galindo@erac.com

Future home o f Cole Chrysler - Dodge
3550 Broad Street, San Luis Obispo, CA

May 2003

1330 Monterey St., P.O Box 191, San Luis Obispo, CA. 93406-019 1
(805) 543-7321 • (800) 549-8500 • Fax (805) 543-1949
WWW stanleymotors.com • EMAIL infotft^stanleymotors.com

S D G A R C H IT E C T S . IN C.

Now Hiring

F u ll- t im e
Sum m er
I n t e r n Positions
Visit us at the Spring Job Fair on Friday, May 16*^

Brentwood, California
925.634.7000
www.straussdesign.com

HAMMEL, GREEN AND ABRAHAMSON, INC.
CO NTACT:
16 1 3 Santa C lara Drive, Roseville CA 9 56 61

LOUISE McGINNIS

Phone 9 1 6 .7 8 7 .5 1 4 1

Fax 9 1 6 .7 8 4 .7 7 3 8 e-m ail LM cGinnis@ hga.com

www.hga.com

■- -n'j* *

Architecture

„ V*^ ,V T '

|

Engineering

|

Planning
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Potty Poetry

M agic m arkers new accessory for night on the tow n
By Meghan Nowakowski

“That is adolescent and inappropriate,”
Wighter said. “ It’s the same as someone peeing in
the sink.”
In high school it was sc>mething girls dreaded.
Bathroom wall writing only seems to happen in
Seeing your name written on the hathrtxrm wall excess at Bull’s and Frog and Peach. Other, less
meant one thing: Someone, somewhere did not wild bars do not have as much o f a problem,
like you.
though the workers at Bull’s do not view the graf
I can still remember running out to the lunch fiti as a burden.
table to infomt certain friends o f their unfortunate
“ I think it adds a certain flavor to this place,”
bathroom wall luck.
Bull’s bartender Tony Henny said. “ If we have a
“The bathnxTm totally says that you’re a bitch, pen, we will actually give it to them.”
Christie,” I said.
Bull’s bathrooms have become notorious for
“Oh my God, it was totally Caitlin, she’s been giving props to yourself and those you love.
hella dogging me all day,” she said back.
“Marsh Street girls,” “ Henderson” and “Gamma
Quickly we would run
Phi Beta” are written several
back to scratch it out, hoping ^ -------------------times among the random
no one saw it and reputations
names.
just love it. For some
would not be harmed.
Just when you thought you
My, how times have reason when I am here, I
have seen it all, you find that
oh-so sincere ptxim or words
ch ^ged.
have they?
J w a n t tO C O U '
Been to the bathrooms at
o f wisdom.
Bull’s Tavern or Frog and tribute to what hos already
“Here’s to you, here’s to
Peach lately? These walls ¿jggpj d o n e ”
me, friends forever is what
have become canvases for the
we’ll be, and if we ever dis
artwork of the highly intoxi'L . D u b ' agree, Pck you, here’s to me.”
Then there is my personal
.
.
Liberal studies senior,
Dating a new guy and not
ru
•
favorite.
too sure about his past? Be
Sharpie connoisseur
“N o matter how hot, no
sure to check out the “ass
matter how sexy, some guy,
holes not to date list” at Frog and Peach.
somewhere is tired o f her shit.”
Karl Wighter, a bartender and bouncer at Frog
After taking a look at each bar bathroom, I
and Peach, said he has seen some pretty interest decided 1 wanted to see sometme in tagging
ing things transpire due to writing on the walls.
action. I knew this would be easy, since one o f the
“One girl was writing her ex’s name on the list, names written repeatedly on the Bull’s walls hap
and his new chick was standing right behind her,” pens to be a friend o f mine.
Wighter said. “ It kind of got ugly.”
For the sake o f not embarrassing this liberal
Though Wighter said the writing does not studies senior, I will be referring to her as “L. Dub.”
bother him, he did say if he caught someone doing
If it is a Bull’s night, L. Dub rarely leaves her
it he would say something.
Sharpie at home.
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITIR
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At Frog & Peach Pub, shown above, a range of random ramblings to poignant poetry
line the bathroom walls. At this venue, however, most of the writing is confined to the
women's facilities.
“ I just love it,” she said. “ For some reason when
I am here, 1 feel like I want to contribute to what
has already been done.”
So one Thursday night, we set off to Bull’s. Four
beers later she was in full effect.
I kept a look out, hoping that I would not be
caught.
“Kind o f gives you a rush, doesn’t itT’ she said.
I started to agree with her until a small group of
girls rounded the comer. I btdted as fast as 1could,
not wanting to be associated with this crazy girl.

Minutes later. Dub was still not out o f the bath
room area. 1 cautiously went back to kxrk for her,
only to find all four o f them sharing her Sharpie.
“Let’s write our sorority letters,” one girl said
excitedly.
“ 1 want to write that the girl my boyfriend
h(X)ked up with is a whore,” another said.
“Nope,” L. Dub quickly interrupted. “ In college
we can only write nice things.”
Maybe things have changed a little more than
1 thought.

Voyeuristic rebellion centerpiece of new photography exhibit
By Caitlin O'Farrell
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Raw, real images. That’s what Joseph Hsu was
aiming for with his senior project.
Hsu will hiTSt an opening and reception for his
photography show “ Betelnut Eieauty — A
Voyeuristic Visual Diary” tonight from 5 to 8.
The exhibit will take place at Robert E. Kennedy
Library in the photo gallery, through May 25.
“This is a chance for people to come out and
see something entirely different from their own
culture,” photography professor Eric Johnson
said. “ (Hsu) captures the phenomenon o f this
culture with a snapshot authenticity in his own
very unique way.”
The photographs are a series o f candid shots
taken o f young Taiwanese women dres.sed in

erotic costumes selling betelnut fruits in trans
parent bcxTths on street comers. T h e betelnut,
similar to chewing tobacco, is a fruit that grows
from the betel palm o f Sciuth Asia. People buy it
to give themselves a good feeling inside, Hsu
said.
“ 1 chose the university gallery so I could mn
the show longer and reach as many people as
possible,” Hsu said. “ I definitely want to affect
the people in our generation more than anything
else.”
The shots Hsu took are going to contrast with
ads from magazines where the subject matter is
very similar — sexy women trying to sell a prod
uct. Only these Taiwanese women are using
themselves in everyday life to sell their product,
right out there on the streets. They are a walking
advertisement and a sex symbol.

“This project is my rebellion to our voyeuris
tic visual culture,” Hsu said in an interview with
C M Y K magazine. “The images in this project are
candid, and when watching them,’ viewers feel
disturbed by the rough but real quality. These
‘beauties’ are almost identical to mtxlels in erot
ic ads, but 1 reveal the totally opposite view o f
similar subjects.”
The photographs were shot during a two-week
road trip around Taiwan. T h e images were taken
while Hsu was buying betelnuts to simiilate the
buyer/voyeur perspective, according to his press
release.
“TTie pictures are almost sort o f disturbing
because the focus, contrast and composition are
all very rough,” Hsu said. “ You can’t really enjoy
the women in the image, but that is the point,
because I am taking the opposite approach o f the

advertisement.”
Some o f the women Hsu photographed were
as young as 16 years old. By selling this fruit and
earning commission, these girls can earn a lot
more money than they would by getting a job
that pays minimum wage.
“ 1 chose pictures that really spoke to me and
that relate to my thinking on the matter,” Hsu
said. “The key is to contrast the erotic advertise
ment with my own striking image.”
Hsu is an art and design super-senior concen
trating in photography. He will be available at
the reception for questions and comments, and
refreshments will also be served.
“W hen he (Hsu) gets an idea, he goes after it
with all he’s got and finishes it,” Johnson said.
“This should make for an incredibly interesting
and unique show.”

SMALI GREEK
l e t t m is

The Sexual Assault Recovery &
Prevention Center of SLO County
(The SARP Center)
The staff and board of the Sexual Assault Retovery &
Prevention Center wishes to thank
Complimentary
rC In-KoomCoffiee
PoolandSpa t^Aftm oon Tea, Coffee&Cookies
15Minutes toSeaches, Wineries &Golf

(600)545-2777
L B ! r V iy
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2O74»*fiiUnySimt>SM$Uri*()Utp 0

*N ot valid during holidays or special events, subject to availability, expires 6 /3 1/0 3 .

Hana Shin
for the organization of the Men's March Against Rape
Walk A Mile In Her Shoes on April 25,2003.
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Transient Tunes

Homeless band uses music to breed awareness
By Andy Fahey

band now anticipates a series o f benefit
concerts for the homeless, a cause that
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITtR
will attract big-name artists and result
Instead o f sitting around waiting for in something similar to a “Woodstock
something to improve their situation, a for the homeless,” Lawson said.
group o f homeless people from San Luis
“ I really foresee a groundswell move
Obispo is taking strides to improve the ment of homeless people trying to help
homeless situation through music.
themselves,” he said.
“The state, the federal government,
The band would like to take their
they’re spending billions of dollars and show on the road to venues throughout
the homeless problem is getting worse,” California and possibly beyond and
said Franklin Lawson, a homeless man work with different homeless organiza
who lives in his truck. “ 1 don’t know tions. Although it has a core group, the
where all the money is going, but it’s band would pick up different people
not really working.”
along the way so that everyone could
Lawson is the lead ______
_______
_____________________
have a chance
guitar player in The ▼
to play. Grant
Homeless Band, a San “M uSIC IS the W ay tO d o it. said.
But the band
is a powerhouse
will not take on
are
all
homeless, foTCe in OUT C u ltu r e .”
anyone
who
except for guitar play
isn’t homeless.
er and vocalist Dan
FfSilklin LdWSOn If it did, some
Grant.
Homeless musician thing in the
Grant is the mas
message o f the
termind behind the
music would be lost. Grant said.
band. He came up with the idea after
“W e’re staying where we started on
seeing people like Lawson play on the this,” he said. “ If we started to get a
street for tips.
bunch of people in, it wouldn’t have
“ I’ve played music and written music the same feel. This is a homeless band
and I thought, ‘Well, maybe 1could put with homeless musicians for the benefit
together a homeless band and in the o f homeless people.”
process do something gcxxl for the com
In addition to helping homeless peo
munity, myself and the musicians,”’ ple economically, the band also serves
Grant said. “They never really get to show that the homeless are not
much attention, yet they’re pretty worthless people.
gcxxl.”
Music will serve as an eye-opener to
A real estate broker and avcKado show that they do have value and that
farmer, Grant initially wanted to make they don’t want to be outcasts, Lawson
a difference in the lives o f the band said.
members, but in the process o f putting
“ Music is the way to do it,” he said.
together The Homeless Band’s first sin “ Music is a powerhouse force in our cul
gle, “W e Look Just T h e Same," it ture.”
evolved into something bigger. The
Although Lawson now has a vision

IroupwSTmc'm^

for the band, he wasn’t sold on
the idea when Grant first
i 1iWayne''
approached him with it.
“ I thought he was a total
V
i' Ì
ktx)k,” Lawson said.
But Lawson finally came
around on The Homeless Band
when he saw that Grant was just
F r a n k lin
trying to help people.
“He’s for real,” Lawson said of
I Jacq u i
George
Grant. “He doesn’t have any
underlying motives.”
The band plays what Lawson
Henry
calls “retro-folk-country-mes.sage
music” and is by no means a px^lished product.
“W e don’t have time to polish
it,” Grant said. “ It’s not like we’re
’^
I in ..
jamming in the rehearsal studio
for hours upon hours.”
In fact, the band never
rehearsed the song together until
the day of the recording. Lawson
found the band’s drummer the
The
day before they went to the stu
H o m e le s s ,
dio and the piano player was
B s m d
there just long enough to make
rhB Music
Story
the song before moving on.
“W e L(x>k just the Same”
might be a little rough around
COURTESY PHOTO
the edges, but the song’s clarity
takes a back seat to its authentic Conceived after real estate broker Dan Grant saw homeless people play
ity, Grant said.
ing music for tips on the street. The Homeless Band seeks to capture the
“Nobody was really a polished experience of people who are 'just the same' as everyone else.
musician, yet there was a feel
“The song came basically from the made the one recording, but a longer
when you see it that comes across that
heart,” said Grant, who wrote the song C D about homeless life is in the works.
you make no mistake that there’s a lot
after conducting several interviews W hen the C D is completed it will be
o f heart and soul in it,” he said.
with homeless people, who were both available for sale with all the pnxzeeds
The band has so far been well
band and non-band members, at the benefiting homeless agencies.
received. Grant said. They played at
Prado Day Center. “ In doing that, it has
“ If we believe this is gonna work, it’s
last month’s Hunger and Homelessness
a dimension that a lot o f music doesn’t gonna work,” Lawson said, “just the few
Awareness Week and the crowd really
have.”
little shows we’ve done have shown us
seemed to pick up on the honest mes
So far The Homeless Band has just it’s gonna work.”
sage o f the song.
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C A L POLY ARTS Presents

Thy Moi/iPy
Downtown San Luis Obispo

Imni.UieMavlttiparltica.CNi|

“WEIRD AL”
YANKOVIC

Fremont Theatre 541-2141
IN TH E BIG FR EM O N T
* T H E M A T R IX R E L O A D E D (R)
Thur 1:30 4:30 7:30 10:30
*X2: X-M EN UNTTEO (PG-13)
TXurlflO AO O 700 1000
*DADOY DAY C A R E (PQ)
TTwr 200 4 46 7.00 9:30

F ^ N ^ S F E S S IO rM A I. T F V lk / e i- S E F R V IC E S

G oing to Europe?
Planning on travelling this summer?
Discounted Student & Faculty
Summer airfares are in...and going fast!
Purchase your Burailpass and receive
Free
a detailed European Rail M ap & Timetable.
Call in or e-mail your request!
Ph on e: 783-7000

E -M a il: slo @ tvltm .co m

O r stop by and see us at Marsh & Broad w/free parking.
UZZIE M CG UIRE M OVIE (PG)
2:15 400 6:45 0:15

Downtown Centre Cinema
546-8600
* T H E M A T R IX R E L O A D E D (R)
Thur 1 2 0 0 12:30 3:00 3:30
6 0 0 6:30 9 0 0 9:30

%

lO O T O U R

*X2: X -M E N U N IT E D (PQ-13)
Thur 12:15 3:15 6:15 9:15

A N G E R M A N A G E M E N T (PQ-13)
Thur 1 :1 5 6 :1 5

*

ID E N T T T Y (R)
Thur 12:30 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:45

SUNDAY, JUNE 22

H O L E S (PQ-13)
Thur 1:00 3:45 6 :30 9:15

t P.M. - PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
C O N R D E N C E (R)
Thur 4:00 9:00

C H IC A G O (PG-13)
Thur 12:15 3 0 0 5:45 8:30

• NO OATS A C C E PT E D

TO UR
T IC K E T S : 7 5 6 -2 7 8 7
S P O N S O R I N G P ART NER: K S BY 6 • P R O G R A M P ART NER: SLY 96FM

I

Student Discounts

available at both theatres ■
Times Ualid TODAY!!
I
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Belgian lawyer files war crimes
complaint against U.S. official

Educators say budget
revision better, still difficult
By Jennifer Coleman

possibly as much as $2.3 billion.
“ It’s still painful, but it’s workable.

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

By Paul Ames

BRUSSELS, Belgium — A leftwing candidate in Belgium’s parlia
mentary elections lodged a w-ar
crimes complaint Wednesday against
U.S. Gen. Tommy Franks, the com 
mander ot American torces in Iraq.
Lawyer Jan Ferrnon presented the
com plaint against Franks and a
Marine officer he identified as Col.
Brian P. M cCoy to Belgium’s federal
prosecutors’ office despite recent
changes in the country’s war crimes
law to prevent such charges against
Americans.
Ferrnon said he was representing
17 Iraqi and two Jordanian civilians
injured or bereaved by U.S. attacks,
t’nough he gave few details.
“This is not a symbolic action; my
clients want an independent inquiry
into what happened,’’ Ferrnon told
reporters as he arrived at the prose
cutors’ office. Ferrnon is running in
Sunday’s elections for the small, farleft Resist group.
Ferrnon said the accusations
against Franks focused on the bomb
ing o f civilian areas, indiscriminate
s h iftin g by U.S. troops when they
entered Baghdad and the failure to
stop looting. He charged M cC oy
with ordering troops to fire on ambu
lances.
The case has provoked anger from

BLAIR
continued from page 22
Blair attended

the

university,

but did not graduate, and join ed
T h e Times in 1999 after an intern
ship the previous year. He could
not be reached for com ment.
“ I ’ m shattered,”

Kunkel, said.

“ It’s devastating for everyone —
everyon e

in

It’s like taking off a few fingers versus

“This is not a symbolic action; my clients want an

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

journalism

feels

S A C R A M E N T O — Schools were

independent inquiry into what happened.”
Jan Ferrnon

Lawyer
Washington. Am erica’s most senior
military officer suggested the com
plaint and earlier charges against
other U.S. officials could jeopardize
Belgium’s role as a host for N A T O
and European Union meetings.
“ It’s looked upon by the U.S. gov
ernment as a very, very serious situa
tion,’’ Gen. Richard Myers, chairman
o f the Joint Chiefs o f Staff, said
Tuesday on a visit to N A T O head
quarters in Brussels. “ It ... clearly
could have a huge impact on where
we gather.’’
To head off such complaints, the
governm ent last month rushed
through changes to the laws, which
were introduced in the early 1990s to
authorize Belgian courts to try geno
cide and other war crimes wherever
they occurred.
Legal experts said the case against
Franks and M cCoy would be a first
test for the revised law, and predicted
it would be thrown out by the prose
cutors’ office.
“This could be just a spectacular
way o f catching attention in the
media,” said Prof. Jan Wouters, direc
tor o f the Institute for International

Law at the University o f Leuven.
The war crimes laws were first
used to target suspects in Rwanda’s
1994 genocide who fled to Belgium,
the former colonial ruler o f the cen
tral African nation.
Since then, complaints have been
brought against a string o f world
leaders including Fidel Castro, Yasser
Arafat
and
Saddam
Hussein,
although none has gone to trial.
T h e Belgian parliament revised
the law last month after complaints
were filed against Israeli Prime
M inister A rie l Sharon, former
President Bush and U.S. Secretary o f
State C olin Powell.
Under the new amendments,
Belgian courts should refer foreigners
facing war crimes charges to their
own countries if they are democra
cies with a record o f fairness in jus
tice.
Foreign M inister Louis M ichel
called Fermtm’s case “ an abuse o f the
(Belgian) law.” He said while the
government can now refer the case
to a U.S. court, it would first await a
reaction from the federal prosecutor’s
office.

shared with schcuils under Proposition

class-size reduction, special education

98. Educators said they’d suppcirt that

and nutrition programs, hut focuses

move.

cuts t)n other programs, such as bm)ks,

“W e have a strong feeling that we

teacher and principal training and

should get 40 percent o f every penny

reading assistance.
Davis’

revised

that comes in here,” Kerr said, “but
budget

proposal

sometimes you have to kxik at the

would raise taxes on vehicles, tobacco
and the wealthy and make a long list

overall picture.”
The governor’s plan also allows

o f cuts to close an estimated $38.2 bil

schools to dip into their reserves to

lion shortfall through July 2004.

pay for day-to-day operations, which

Schools account for the largest

could help spare programs such as class

share o f the state’s general funds,

size reduction and would stave off a lot

thanks in part to Proptisition 98, the

o f predicted teacher layoffs, Kerr said.

voter-approved initiative that dedi

Am ong the specific cuts I3avis pro

cates about 40 percent o f state rev

posed arc:

enues to education.
Under

• $75 m illion less for btX)ks and

Davis’ revised

spending

other instructional materials, a cut o f

plan, education would get about $45.6

about 25 percent.

billion o f the $95.8 billion budget.

• $85 m illion less for summer

That’s $1.5 billion less for education

school and other supplemental educa

than last year.

tion programs.

These cuts are targeted to specific

• $60 million cut from two reading

programs, instead o f across-the-board

programs.

cuts the governor proposed in January,

• A 10 percent reduction to school

said Susan Murai, president o f the

improvement programs, amounting to

California

about $42 million.

Association

of

School

Business Officials.

• $22.5 million cut from a principal

“ It makes a whole lot more sense,”

training program. The administration

Murai said. “ But cuts are still o f a mag

will continue the program, however,
to maintain eligibility for a matching

heretofore proudly displayed in the
journalism school w ill be taken
down, Kunkel said.
Associate Dean Chris Callahan,
who knew Blair w ell when he was a

week earlier

student,
was more personally
affected by the Tim es’ report.
“ I’m
f — ing
pissed
o ff,”
C allahan said.

that appeared in the Texas paper a

Brett McFadden, a legislative advo

• $114 million less for two pro

cate for the Association o f California

T h e investigation showed that

School Administrators, said educators

while he was filin g stories from

had been bracing for even larger cuts.

grams that train and recruit teachers.

around the country, Blair was often
in the N ew York C ity borough o f
B rooklyn,

even

filin g

~OuiÁ shade Bettérí**

expense

f

receipts from stores and restaurants
there.
Blair had just m oved

to the

earlier performance problems.

the c o lle g e ’s alumni

keep that new revenue from being

The new plan restores money for

grant for the Gates Foundation.

tor at the San A n to n io Express-

week from

have to approve legislation that would

pupil cuts in discretionary funds.”

Blair’s name was rem oved last

and everyon e’s angry.”

but education officials said they would
still have to make sacrifices.

A p ril 26 piece by Blair and a story

shootings. N a tio n a l editors said

Jayson so well... A n d

know

impose new taxes, lawmakers will

nitude that we’re going to see per-

“ lapse o f journalistic integrity.”
T h e review began after the ed i

because we

Because the governor wants to

kirth by Gov. Gray Davis Wednesday,

N ew s pointed to similarities in an

I ’m angry,

more acutely

lost a limb here,” McFadden said.

cuts in the revised budget plan put

W eb site. Blair w ill also be edited
out o f the co lleg e’s prom otional
videos and his photo and stories

In a letter sent to T h e Tim es and
read to T h e Associated Press after
his resignation, Blair blamed “ per
sonal issues” and apologized for his

betrayed and obviously, we feel it

taking off a whole arm. W e could have

largely spared from across-rhe-board

sports desk when he was sent to the

iH oo m *

newspaper’s national desk to help
cover

the

W ash in gton

for *5

sniper

BOTONE TAN

they were not informed o f Blair’s
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San Luis Properties
539 M anh Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93701

The market is springing up with
wonderful opportunities. When
you or your friends are looking
for outstanding real estate service
please give me a call!
Ric a r d o Gaeta
' Realtor
(805)-783-4422
(805) 441-8432
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No, Michael Jackson is not
playing at Mother's Tavern
any time soon.
Please refrain from calling
Mother's to inquire about the
fictitious event. All stories in
Tuesday's paper were FAKE, as
was indicated on the cover.
Tomfoolery
brought to you by
Mustang Daily's Gonzo issue

?

w -

Cal Poly W om en's
W ater Polo Team on your success in the
CW PA Nationals Tournam ent!
Tough enough to take the plunge into Lake
Michigan after your final victory,
Cal Poly-9 over Michigan State-6.
You are winners in every way!
Congratulations coach John Marsh,
coach of the year.
-

1^ 1r
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Congratulations to the Women's Lacrosse Team for Winning
the USLIA National Title for the 3rd year in a row, it's Priceless
3PEATIS SWEET

Hollywood
fights DVD
software
By Ted Bridis
AP TECHNOLOGY WRITER

u jo rld

W A S H IN G T O N
—
Brian
Martin, a computer consultant in
Maryland, is careful when he han
dles the plastic discs in his D V D
library o f more than 200 movies. But
accidents — and scratches — still
happen.

L o n d o n ............... $ 4 0 3
P a r i s . . ...................$ 4 3 7
A m s t e r d a m . ..$520

“T h e worst thing is, one little
scratch is enough to make the movie
skip forward a chapter,” Martin said,
who estimates his collection at more
than $3,000. “T h at’s become really
annoying with a few o f mine.”

S y d n e y ................ $ 9 2 1
Eurail P asses from ...$249
Budget H otels fro m ..$18

A n increasingly popular class o f
software lets consumers make dupli
cate DVDs using their home com 
puters.

TheiM Mmpte fares are round trip from Lot Angslet. Subiecl to change
and availability. Tax not included. Rettrictlona and blackoutt apply

But m ovie huffs who want to
make backups o f their treasured
D V D libraries are running into a for
midable enemy: Hollywood.
Painfully aware of technology’s
impact on the music industry,
movie-makers are headed to court

BREAK

pick up yo u r com plim encary, p re m ie re issue oP
magazine ad you r local STA Travel branch.

est# 101756CM0

STA TR A V EL

w w w .sdacravel.com
onuifiE

>>

o n THE PHOOE

Thursday to persuade U.S. District
Judge Susan Illston in San Francisco
to declare the distribution of such
software illegal under rhe 1998
Digital Millennium Copyright A ct.

>>

»>

on tnmpu/

on the / t r e e t

T h e legal battle, which focuses on
.software products sold by 321
Studios Inc. I'f Chesterfield, Mo., is
emerging as one of the most signifi
cant technology debates in years.

th e p e t

2
Central Coast Premier Pet Stores
Tank Maintenance Reptiles
Fresh & Salt Fish Birds
Premium Dog & Cat Foods Puppies
Supplies

2 FREE

15% OFF

G o ld f is h

Entire Purchase
(n on -sale item s on ly)

Just come in and get em!
595 MARSH St
San Luis Obispo
543-3265

4100 El Camino Road
Atascadero
460-0555

(Across From Foster's Freezs)

(K-MSIt PlSZS)

705 6th St.
Paso Robies
239-4555
a

(Across From Post Office)

Dog
C o ffe e Co.

and Internet Cafe

Come Visit!

T h e powerful M orion Picture
Association of America argues this
type of software circumvents the
anti-copying digital “ ItKks” that stu
dios employ.
T h e M P A A maintains consumers
whose disc becomes scratched need
to buy a new one.

Coffee &
Internet Access

Consumers-rights organizations
and .some technology groups con

www.2dogscoffee.com
Check website for
entertainment schedule
HOURS
M-Thbam-lOpm
Fri & Sat 7am • 12pm
Sunday Tam - 10 pm
1017 Monterey St., SLO

tend
copying software doesn’t
unlawfully help u.sers violate copy
rights, hecau.se consumers should be
allowed under “ fair use” copyright
provisions.
“T h e future o f our company is at
stake. T h e future o f consumers’
expectations and what they perceive
to he their rights are in question,”
says Robert Mixjre, the head o f 321
Studios, which sells its copying soft
ware for $99.

^olyvision

T h e latest software product from
M o o re ’s company, called “ D V D
Xpress,” is enough to cau.se fits for
studio executives. U n lik e similar
programs that can take hours to

Cal Poly news & sports
Sat. 2:30pm; Sun. 5:00pm

make copies and span most movies
across two blank discs, Xpress can
.squeeze a near-perfect copy onto a
single disc in as little as 20 minutes.
In
a m inor concession
to
H ollywood, 321’s software adds to
each blank disc a warning about
copyright laws and refuses to make
further copies from a duplicate disc.
“ It’s almost to the point of a oneclick operation, where even the
average jo e can make a DVl") back
up,” says Adam Sleight L>f San
D iego, who runs the popular

CPTV

M u sta n g D a ily E d ito r s

For students, by students.

News, Opinion, Arts fi Culture, Sports, Copy,
Photo G On the Rocks Editors!
To apply for the
2003-2004 yr. bring:
Letter of intent.
Section proposal,
8 Resume
to Andra Coberly in
the Mustang Daily.

Channel 2
fo r C h a rte r

DUE
May i6th, 3pm.
Tw o q u a rte rs o f
M ustang D a ily re q u ire d .
E x p e rie n c e p re fe rre d .

Call 756-1796
for questions

www.mrhass.org W eb sire witli
instructions lmi copying
DVD
movies.
Sleight says he's copied hundreds
o f D V D movies onto blank di.scs,
including many Disney films for his
two children. O ne advantage o f his
efforts: W h en Sleight makes copies,
he eliminates five to 10 minutes o f
previews and advertisements that
typically precede his children’s
movies.
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Slam poets get their groove on

Former U. of Maryland
student committed
'journalistic fraud'

By Sam antha Yale
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Poetry w ill he given

a voice

“(We hope to) increase the interest in spoken word
poetry and raise issues of race , class and gender. ”

Thursday during the slam poetry
com p etition ,

A n o th e r

Type

Mark Fabionar

of

coordinator of the
Multicultural Center

G roove. T h e event w ill showcase
members

from

Bullhorn

C o lle ctive , a nationally renowned
group o f spoken word poets.
T h e com petition w ill take place

T h e group has been praised by

from 7 to 10 p.m. at Yosemite Hall,

the likes o f Kurt Vonnegut, N o b e l

and w ill be free for students, staff

Prize winner Derek W a lco tt and

and the public.

rapper Mos Def, to name a few.

“ (W e

hope

to )

increase

the

interest in spoken word poetry and
raise issues o f race, class and gen

C o lle ctive was brought to campus

der,” said Mark Fabionar, coordi

and singing,” he said.
W h e n he realized that wasn’t
working out for him, W akefield
took up slam poetry in 1999.
“ Slam is actually a gimmick to
get people in to poetry,” he said.

to perform, Fabionar said.

W a k e fie ld

added

These events also serve as open

Fabionar said other goals o f the

m icrophone nights where students

Bullhorn C o lle c tiv e

event include sparking conscious

and faculty have the opportunity

are a talented group.

ness and awareness, prom oting a

to present their own spoken word

W eb site. Bullhorn C o lle c tiv e was

Fabionar exp lain ed

that

this

even t would be the grand finale.

formed in 2002 by cham pion slam

“ W e wanted them to continue

poets Eitan Kadosh and Buddy

the energy to write and express,”

W akefield.

he said.

Members o f Bullhorn C o lle ctive

Students w ill not have a chance

have been on H B O , PBS, BET,

to slam at this event, but w ill be

ESPN, “ 60 M inutes” and Carnegie

able to judge the poets by award

H all, as w ell as appearing at vari

ing points.

perform ance

Eleven poets w ill com pete in

venues. T h ey have received posi

three elim ination rounds, until a

tive reviews from every major U .S.

winner is announced.

ous

festivals

and

newspaper and have been featured
in Spin and Tim e magazines. T h ey
have also earned four wins on “ It’s
Showtim e at the A p o llo .”

that

the

com petitors

“ T h e y ’ re really consistent in
rocking a crowd,” W akefield said.

poetry.

A ccord in g to the group’s official

If

B ullhorn

“ I love to write, first with guitar

nator o f the M ulticultural Center.

community o f ideas.

, 1

T his past year, each m onth a
guest slam p oet from

full-tim e on slam poetry.

“ T h e y ’re all quality.”
He

said

it ’s m ore

than

just

entertainm ent, however.
“ T h e r e ’s an ultim ate goal o f
m oving forward in to a positive
place and being realistic about it,”
he said.

From Staff Reports
The Diamondback (U. Maryland)
(U -W IR E ) C O LLEG E PARK, Md.
— A N ew York Times reporter and
former Diamondback editor in chief
“committed frequent acts o f journalis
tic fraud,” including stealing material
from other newspapers, inventing
quotes and lying about his wherealxTuts, according to an investigation
conducted by T h e Times.
The review found problems in at
least 36 o f the 73 articles written by
Jayson Blair from the time he began
receiving national reporting assign
ments in late October to his May 1
resignation. The Times described the
episode as “ a low point in the 152year history o f the newspaper.”
Blair, 27, “ used these techniques to
write falsely about em otionally
charged moments in recent history,
from the deadly sniper attacks in sub
urban V/ashington to the anguish o f
families grieving for loved ones killed
in Iraq,” according to a story the

Times published tuesday.
The 7,500-word story, which ran
on the front page and carried over to
four full inside pages, was accompa
nied by an editor’s note apologizing to
Times readers and a detailed account
o f articles in which falsification, pla
giarism and other problems were dis
covered by a team o f Times reporters
and researchers.
“ 1 can’t remember anything like
this anywhere from the ‘ Bayside
Bugle’ to the N ew York Times,” said
Thomas Kunkel, dean o f the journal
ism school.
Kunkel said he plaas to send a
memo to all journalism students and
faculty about Blair today.
The Times cited several reasons for
not detecting the problems with Blair,
including “ a failure o f communication
among senior editors; few complaints
from the subjects o f (Blair’s) articles;
his savviness and his ingenious ways
o f covering his tracks.”

see BLAIR, page 20

“T h ey have really diverse speak
ers and poets,” Fabionar said.
Buddy W akefield, performer and
co-founder o f Bullhorn C o lle ctive ,

Sekou T h a M isfit, the nation’s

left his job at a bio-m edical firm in

current N o . 1 slam poet, w ill com 

2001 and sold or gave away his

pete.

possessions in order to concentrate

N E W to Perry Ford
CRAIG
LOWRIE

Is there something we left out?
Wanna tell us what to run?

SLO 'S iargcst tlcalersliip
IO N C I IMI SI X)
Kl SIDI NT. c o s t II
( \l I’OI 'I \l l AINI

Check out

MustangDaily.Calpoly.edu
and fill out the online survey

Perry Porci Lincoln M crcur\ Jeep

M u s ta n g

I 22(M) Lo^ Osos \;ilk'\ Rd...San I iiis ( )hispo

(8 0 5 )5 4 4 -5 2 0 0

O A IL V ®

P o ly V isio n N eed s You!

C A L E N D A R o/

'

CPTV Executive Staff 2003-2004
Now Accepting Applications for:

-Assistant [slews Director
-Producer
-Public Relations Director
-Communications Director
-Finance Director
-Sports Director
All majors welcome!
Pick up an application in the Journalism Dept, office.
For more info contact Alison Reeder at areeder@calpoly.edu
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Thursday - Saturday, May 15 - 1 7 , 8pm

Wednesday, M ay 28, 7:30pm

Sunday, M ay 18, 2pm

SAN LUIS OBISPO AND MORRO BAY HIGH SCHOOL"
SPRING CONCERT
P m e n te d by Morro Bay & San Luis Obispo High
*
Cohan Cantar^
¿í ^
v

W adhasday- Saturday, May 21- 2 4 ,8pm

ELEEMOSYNARY
Prasentad by Cat Poly Thaatra and Dance Dapt.^

! Cai Poly Theatra

fi'■
af

"v
Thursday, May 29, 7pm

MORRO BAY HIGH BAND S CHOIR SPRING CONCERT

LOS OSOS MIDDLE SCHOOL
BAND AND CHOIR SPRING CONCERT

Presented by Morro Bay High School

Presented by Los Osos Middle School

Cohan Cantar

Cohan Cantar

Tuesday, M ay 20, 7:00pm
"
LAGUNA MIDDLE SCHOOL SPRING CONCERT

CAL POLY UNIVERSITY JAZZ BANOS’ JAZZ NIGHT

Prasentad by Laguna Middle School

Presented by Cal Poly Music D ept

C j h . n C » t .,

Cohan Cantar

Sunday, M ay 18th, 3pm

_
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Saturday, May 3 1 ,8pm

c jn fi

eSSS^

Ticlk^t injbm uition : SLO-ARTS (756 -2787 ) • www.pacslo.org
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GOLF

Location:

780

Cypress

Ridge

Parkway, Arroyo Grande

continued from page 24

Type o f Course: 18-hole
Course Layout: 5,838 yards from

comes off like a private club, due to
its remote Kxation and that people
don’t often have to wait for a tee, due
to the three alternating tees.
Student Rates: Annual member
ship is $99, which and offers a dis
counted rate. Without a membership,
though, green fees run $45 on week
days and $60 on weekends, to go
along with a $16 fee for golf carts for
any time.
Course Accessories: Driving range,
two putting greens and a chipping
area. Reynolds also gives lessons.
For tee times call 343-1214

Chalk Mountain Golf Course
Location: 10000 El Bordo Ave.,
Atascadero
Type o f Course: 18-hole
Course Layout: 5,926 yards from
the white tees.
Marquee Hole: 381-yard Hole N o.
4, known as Cardiac Hill. “ It goes up,

the white tees. Five miles from the
coast, the ocean can be seen from a
few holes.
Marquee Hole: H ole N o . 18, 454

“T h e toughest thing about this golf
course is the greens,” employee Jesse

Course Layout: 1,886 yards from
the white tees.
Marquee Hole: Hole N o. 5, which

equipped with a chipping green.

runs 266 yards, after golfers tee o ff at

For tee times call 782-8060

the white tees, Icwking directly at

Pereira said. “T h ey’re deceiving, hard

Morro Rock.

sional Jordan Bridges said.

Weekend rates run at $38 during peak

Road, between Madonna Road and

McFadden said Sea Pines is a rela

hours, $20 for off-peak and $10 for

Foothill Boulevard

tively quick and easy course to play.

Longest Hole: T h e 507-yard 13th

to read.”

sundown.

Hole.

Type o f Course: Nine-hole execu

Longest Hole: 343-yard hole N o. 3
Comparison
Assistant

“ It

doesn’t

to O ther Courses:

professional

take

much

Tom

tim e,”

Com parison to O ther Courses:

Course Accessories: G o lf carts are

“This is the only course o f its kind in

available, at $22 standard and a dis

Course Layout: A very short course

the area,” Bridges said. “ It’s more o f

count rate o f $8. Pereira said Cal Poly

at 1,284 yards from the men’s tees.

an upper-scale, upper-end golf course

has its golf class on the course on

Laguna is known for short fairways

Student Rates: Cuesta and Cal

... It’s the closest thing you’re going to

Wednesdays.

or group

and raised greens, described by Cal

Poly students, along with faculty at

get for highly competitive events.”

lessons can be scheduled seven days a

Poly student Jeff Lawrie as “ upside

either school, can play for $8 after 12

week with Jim Coles.

down tee cups.”

p.m. every day.

Student Rates: None. Remember
to stop by the bank before playing

Individual

For tee times call 782-8060

this course. Green fees run as high as

McFadden said. “ Usually, (people)

tive

can get right on the golf course ...
A n d o f course it’s affordable.”

Marquee Hole: H ole N o. 6, consid

Course Accessories: Driving range,

ered by golfer Dave Smith and starter

sports bar, 44-unit lodge, two putting

$75 on weekends, although the 3

Dairy Creek Golf Course

Jim Frye as the hardest hole. Running

greens, a chipping range and lessons

p.m. twilight rate kicks fees down to

Location: 2990 Dairy Creek Road,

115 yards from the men’s tees and 75

by appointment. A free clinic is also

$55 on the weekend and $45 during

o ff Highway 1, across from Cuesta

yards from the women’s tees, the hole

offered on the driving range on the

the week. Bridges said that a course

College

goes along the creek, with the green

first and third Saturday o f every

sloping away.

month at noon, provided participants

like this in Los Angeles would cost
$200 to play.

that offers lessons “ o f all types,”
Bridges said.
For tee times call 474-7979

. Longest Hole: Hole N o. 8, 547

at 567 yards.

“ I’ve never played here before, but 1 $22 standard and $8 discount. The
like the beauty,” golfer and Del Mar course also features a driving range,
resident N ina Baldwin said.
putting green and practice facility

Type o f Courses: N ine hole execu
tive

Location: 11175 Los Osos Valley

when it opened, but I don’t believe

close to a half mile back from the tee

like

Student Rates: They apply only on

driving range and a G o lf Academy

tees,

Just

weekdays, $11 before 4 p.m., $8 after.

one had a heart attack on the hill

the white

Accessories:

Morro Bay, golf carts are available at

“ It’s well-bunkered,” assistant profes

Joel Clay said. “The rumor is some

although the blue tees start golfers

Course

Comparison to O ther Courses:

Laguna Lane Municipal Golf
Course

Course Accessories: Putting green,

yards total from

yards.

with a lake, waterfall and sand traps.

yards from the white tees and beset

straight up the hill,” course employee

that.”
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Morro Bay Golf Course
Location: 201 State Park Road,
Morro Bay.

Type o f Course: 18-hole
Course Layout: 5,561 yards from
the men’s tees, although the course
runs 6,548 yards from the gold tees.
Marquee Hole: H ole

Longest Hole: H ole N o. 1, 244
Comparison to O ther Courses:

N o. 2, 367

“This is only a nine-hole so-called

yards, with a tight 22-yard fairway.

executive course, so it really doesn’t

T h e hole runs uphill, into the wind

compare with other courses,” Smith

and has environmentally sensitive

said. “ I will say this, though, it’s beau

areas on the right.

tifully kept.”

Longest

H ole:

H ole

N o.

buy a bucket o f balls to hit.
For tee times call 528-1788

yards from the men’s tees.

LEDUC
continued from page 24
regionals with a few wins.

14,

Student Rates: $ 6.25 before 3 p.m.

481 yards and par five. Three other

on weekdays, $4 after. The price is $7

W h ile some would think playing

Type of-Course: 18-hole

holes are longer than 400 yards, and

on weekends, but the twilight rate

junior college ball first might be a

Comparison to Other Courses: “ It’s

Course Layout: O ver three miles

overall, 12 o f 18 are longer than 300

still applies after 3 p.m.. Smith said

step o ff the beaten path, LeDuc said

an affordable, 18-hole course,” Clay

long at 6,073 yards from the men’s

yards.

80 percent o f golfers on the course

he looks at this opportunity as “ the

said. A t $10 after 12 p.m. for Cal Poly

tees, Morro Bay G o lf Course over-

after 3 p.m. are students.

best thing that ever happened” to

Comparison

to O th er Courses:

students. Chalk Mountain is one o f

lcx)ks Morro Bay and is adjacent to a

“This is probably the most-played

Course Accessories: N o golf carts.

the cheapest courses in the area.

state park.

course by students,” employee Jeff

There is a practice green and an

Marquee Hole: H ole N o. 13, 423

Lawrie said, citing location, price and

enclosed,

yards from the men’s tees, running
downhill and buffered by Eucalyptus
trees, with a view o f Morro Bay.

Besides afteiTuxins, rates run $24 dur
ing the week and $29 on weekends.
Course Accessories: “ W e got the
whole gamut,” Clay said. G o lf carts

range.

H e said he hopes to inspire people

availability o f tee times as the reason

Large buckets o f balls are $3. Lessons

to stay motivated and always reach as

for this. T h e course has the same

are available Tuesday and Saturday

high as possible to obtain their goals.

owner as Morro Bay, so a lot o f the

through a club pro.

cost $22 for 18 holes and $11 for

Longest Hole: Six holes check in

nine. Lessons are offered by club pros.

at over 400 yards, but H ole N o. 16

Student Rates: Weekday rates are

For tee times call 466-8848

Cypress Ridge Golf Course

him, as he was part o f the best team
Cuesta has ever seen.

same rules apply.

takes the cake at 490 yards, edging

the same as Morro Bay. Weekend

out Hole N o. 1 by four yards. Overall,

rates run at $32 during peak time, $17

only four holes are less than 300

after and $10 for sundown.

70-yard

driving

“A ll 1 can say is that everything

For tee times call 781-7309

happens for a reason,” LeDuc said.
“ Don’t cheat yourself because you can

Sea Pines Golf Course

achieve more than you can imagine. 1

Location:

know if you told me my freshman year

1945 Solano St., Los

Osos

that all this would have happened, 1
would’ve laughed hysterically.”

Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
Help W anted
Do«s Your Sum m er Jo b
S u ck ?
I need 8 students
to help me run my business.
For info call 805-550-4503

Help W anted
Teen Leader:
Program s/Events/Teen Center
Pn" 20-30 hr/wk; $7.42/hr;
Supervise Teen Center, organize
and implement weekend and
evening events for teens. Deadline:
5/30/03

FUN - SUMMER
www.daycam pjobs.com

SUMMER CAM PS
www.daycam pjobs.com

City of Morro Bay
Recreation and Parks Dept.
Kids Cam p Directors,
Counselors, Counselors-inTraining. P/T 20-40 hr/wk
$7-$9.22/hr;
Supervise children in Sum m er
camp setting and a ssist in prep of
activities and field trips.
Deadline 5/30/03

C la ssifie d s
756-1143

Skate Park Attendant
P/T 20 hr/wk; $7.42/hr;
Supervise skaters, put up and
take down ram ps, collect money.
Deadline 5/30/03
Apply for all positions at
City Morro Bay, 595 Harbor
805-772-6207

Em ploym ent

Em ploym ent
Day Cam ps seek Sum m er Staff
Residing in or near the
San Fernando/Conejo Valleys
You can earn $2800-$3500 +
Spend your summer outdoors
working with children!
888-784-CAM P
www.workatcamp.com

Adm inistrative Position!
Alamo Pintado Equine
M edical C lin ic in
Santa Y nez Valley.
Horse exp erien ce
n e ce ssa ry .
Requires e x ce lle n t people
sk ills. Full tim e.
Contact L isa or Su san at
805-688-6510 or fax resum e
to 805-693-5425

Sum m er Cam p C o unselo rs
Decathlon Sports Club -Palo Alto 6/23-8/15 9am-4pm
www.DecathlonSportsClub.com

G E T YO U R C L A S S IF IE D
AD IN NOW!!

Announcem ents
Green Party of SLO
w w w .slo.greens.org

I

Announcem ents
Fort L o c k s Self Storage
Grover B e a ch and Nipomo
rent 3 m onths. G et 4th
month free
489-2075 or 929-8398
We rent UHaul also!
TIBETAN BUDDHIST
MEDITATION AND DHARMA TEA CH IN G S with Lam a
Khedrub. Ongoing on W ednesday
evenings, 6;30-8:30pm .
See www.bodhipath-west.org for
details

Skydive Taft
student discount
Tandem $140.00
Accelerated free fall $240.00
Video $70.00
661-765-JUM P
www.skydivetaft.com
Get G reek Stuff F-A-S-T!
Get group orders get great
discounts. Lettering, embroidery,
novelties. Visit online at
Connectsports.com
1-800-929-1897
alantran@ starpower.net

I

Homes For Sale
Houses and condos for sale
For a free list of all houses and
condos for sale in S LO call Nelson
Real Estate 546-1990 or email
Steve @ slohom es.com

Rental Housing
Sum m er Sublet
Own room with shared bathroom
Available 6/16, close to cam pus
C all M alia 756-1796

UH @ Mustang Village
Studios, 2,3, & 4 Bdrm . apts.
Discounts available
leasing @uhm ustangvillage.com

Fem ale roommate wanted
to share room in house very
close to cam pus.
(562) 879-4899

C la ssifie d s are killer!
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A round out oh the town
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OAR

SCORES

By Graham Womack
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

TENNIS.
''“ g e o r g i a t e c h

!v-

There are many golf courses in the
area which accommodate students.

BAS£0AL1;
n o r t h r id g e

Here are just a few:
Blacklake G o lf Resort

n o r t h r id g e

LcKation: 1490 G o lf Course Lane,
Nipom o

8ASES“i.ll
''“ n o r t h r i d g e

Type o f Course: 27 holes total.
Course Layout: Blacklake is made
up o f three nine-hole courses: Lakes,
Canyon and Oak. T h e courses

''“ T u l l e r t o n

are

alternated for players to play 18 holes.

.SQFJBalIí..
''“ m i c h i g a n s t .

W h ile Lakes measures 3,075 yards
from the middle tees, Canyon runs
2,981 yards and Oak spans 2,738
yards.

SCHEDULE

Marquee Hole: 507-yard H ole No.

BASEBAI.L
fri., may 16, 2p.m.
''“ s a n t a b a r b a r a
®ucsb

6 on Lakes
Longest Hole: 527-yard H ole N o.
9, also on Lakes
Comparison

SASEEALi.
sat., may 17,1 p.m.
''“ s a n t a b a r b a r a
®ucsb

to O ther Courses:

“One o f the things we’ve got going for

EASEB-Ai '
sun., may 18,1 p.m.
''“ s a n t a b a r b a r a
®ucsb

us is that we’re kind o f in the middle
o f nowhere,’’ club pro Rich Reynolds
said. Reynolds said that Blacklake

_

KATIE ZEALEAR/M USTANG DAILY

.

Dairy Creek Golfcourse in San Luis Obispo is one of several county courses popular among Cal Poly stusee GOLF, page 23 dents.

Cal Poly's Dennis LeDuc

EASEball
''“ S t a n f o r d

fri., may 23,6 p.m.

■EAbEBAlL
''“ S t a n f o r d

sat., may 24,1 p.m.

BASESAIX

''“ S t a n f o r d

Apparently, he's good enough after all
► Dennis LeDuc is a big-league draft pick, an AllAmerican, and the Mustangs'top reliever. Not bad for
a guy cut from the team two years ago.
i

By Randi Block
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

There’s 60 feet, 6 inches between
the pitcher’s mound and home plate.
However, this distance can seem
much longer tor players trying to take
their first steps onto a college baseball
team.
A t the collegiate level, many ath
letes are scouted and enticed to play
hall at a particular university. Yet
there are always those few talented
athletes that fly below scouts’ radars.
This was exactly what Cal Poly
relief pitcher I')ennis LeDuc faced his
freshman year o f 2000-01, when he
tried out for the baseball team as a
walk-on and was cut.
I3espite the circumstances, LeDuc
did not give up on his dream to play
baseball.
“ 1 practiced that entire year with
my buddy,’’ Lel'Hic said. “ He was awe
some, he had (D ivision 1) baseball
experience and helped bring me
along as far as encouraging me to
keep lifting and he caught for me
every week that year.”
This relationship, along with his
strong religious beliefs, kept him
motivated enough to stick with the
sptirt.
After the year. Cal Poly’s former
head coach Ritch Price told LeDuc to
play at Cuesta to gain more experi
ence. Cuesta’s coach at that time,
Larry Lee, readily accepted LeDuc to
the team.
ERIC HENDERSON/MUSTANG DAILY

“ He wasn’t going to give up on his

LeDuc was alsLi juggling a mechan
ical engineering major with baseball
and taking 12 units at both Cal Poly

® Stanford

sun., may 25,1 p.m.
® Stanford

fri., may 16
®northridge

TR/OAND REU;)
fri.-sat., may 30-31
''“ n c a a r e g i o n a l s
®stanford
F I E L p . H O C K fiV

''“ c a l c u p

fri.-sun., may 23-25
berkeley

STATS I
By the Numbers

and Cuesta.
“ L)ennis is the kind o f athlete who
uses people telling him he can’t do
something to make him work harder,”
Lee said. “ He wants to go out there
and prove people wrong.”
LeDuc played at Cuesta and that
year the team just missed winning the
state title. He worked extremely hard
to improve his ability to compete at
Cal Poly’s level.
“W e

had an amazing season,”

LeDuc said. “ It was awesome to be a
part o f that team.”
A t the end o f the 2(X)l-02 year,
LeDuc was drafted by the Cincinnati
Reds in the 45 th round and was
named

an

A ll-A m erica n

for

his

5
^S a v e s for C a l Poly
relief p itch e r D e n n is
L e D u c , to p s on th e
te a m . L e D u c (2-0)
a lso le a d s th e
M u s ta n g s in
a p p e a ra n c e s (19)
an d is s e c o n d in*
E R A (3 .4 1 ). L e D u c ,
a m u scu la r, 6 -fo o t-4
p o w e r pitcher, h a s
stru c k o u t 3 3 b at
te rs in 3 7 In n in g s
th is s e a s o n .

pitching. But it was not until Lee
became Cal Poly’s head coach last
July that LelXic turned down the
Reds and became a Mustang.
“ It just seemed natural that 1 would
go with him,” Lel^uc said. “ I had

TRIVIA
tnclHY s (lucstion

W ho is the only NBA player to
be named 6th man of the year
and league MVP in his career?

gained respect after having the season
1 had the year before."
Since joining the team, LeDuc has

Submit answers to: iljackso@calpoly.edu
Wednesday's question

added an extra dimension to the
pitching staff and been a motivator
on and o ff the field.

W hat's Rocky's dog's name?
ftiltKlife

“ He is so mature and hard working,
one o f the best kinds of athletes,” Lee

Congratulations Justine Nielsen, Brian

.said. “ W ith players that have Dennis’

Skaggs*, Rich Brown. Adam Grenier and

work ethic, the sky’s the limit.”

Jonathan Romero*!I

This year the team is fighting
injuries and close losses, but LeDuc is
confident with the team can make

dream,” Lee said. “ He wi^uld do any

Cal Poly pitcher Dennis LeDuc was named Big West Player of Week
Monday after picking up two saves last weekend against Northridg

AND REED

''“ b ig w e s t

® Stanford

thing in his power to better himself.”

see LEDUC, page 23

*Special congratulations to Skaggs and
Romero, The MB's Co-'Rocky' Trivia Kings.

Sports editor Jacob Jackson can
be reached at 756-1796 or Jljackso@calpoly.edu.

